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TRAINING OF TROUBLESHOOTING SKILLS
IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

A report prepared by W. Rhodes, I.J. Szlapetis and K. Casselman, Rhodes & Associates Inc.,
under contract to the Atomic Energy Control Board.

ABSTRACT

This report details the study of training of troubleshooting skills for Canadian nuclear power
plant operators and maintainers. The study was conducted in three distinct stages : 1) literature
review and production of annotated bibliographies; 2) survey of experts in training for
troubleshooting skills in North America; 3) survey of Canadian nuclear power plant training
centres. Within this report are 12 annotated bibliographies of significant documents and an
extensive bibliographic listing of relevant literature. The review of the literature and the survey
of training experts identified the state-of-art in troubleshooting training with respect to training
approaches and training tools. Trainers in the military, pharmaceutical, petro-chemical, and
nuclear industries were surveyed and/or interviewed to determine the current approaches and
technologies used in training for troubleshooting. Training personnel responsible for Canada's
major nuclear generating stations (Bruce, Darlington, Pickering, and Point Lepreau) were
interviewed and surveyed to determine the status of troubleshooting training in the Canadian
nuclear industry. This information has been integrated and presented in this report. Conclusions
and recommendations regarding the nature of the troubleshooting tasks performed by operators
and maintainers and the related training were submitted.

RÉSUMÉ

Ce rapport décrit en détail l'étude sur la formation en dépannage du personnel d'exploitation et
à de maintenance de centrales nucléaires du Canada. L'étude s'est déroulée en trois stades
distincts : 1) recension des écrits et production de bibliographies annotées; 2) sondage auprès
d'experts de la formation en dépannage en Amérique du Nord; 3) sondage auprès de centres de
formation de centrales nucléaires du Canada. Le rapport contient 12 bibliographies annotées de
documents importants et une bibliographie détaillée d'écrits pertinents. La recension des écrits
et le sondage auprès des experts en formation ont permis de dégager les méthodes et les moyens
de formation en dépannage à la fine pointe de la technologie. On a effectué un sondage auprès
de formateurs des industries militaire, pharmaceutique, pétrochimique et nucléaire, ou on les a
interviewés pour déterminer les démarches et les techniques utilisées actuellement pour la
formation en dépannage. On a interviewé des préposés à la formation des principales centrales
nucléaires du Canada (Bruce, Darlington, Pickering et Pointe Lepreau) pour faire le point sur
la formation en dépannage dans l'industrie nucléaire du Canada. Cette information a été intégrée
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et présentée dans ce rapport. On y présente aussi des conclusions et des recommandations sur
la nature des tâches de dépannage exécutées par le personnel d'exploitation et de maintenance,
ainsi que sur la formation connexe.

DISCLAIMER

The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of the statements made
or opinions expressed in this publication and neither the Board nor the authors assume liability
with respect to any damage or loss incurred as a result of the use of the information contained
in this publication.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report details the study of training of troubleshooting skills for Canadian nuclear power
plant operators and maintainers. The study was conducted in three distinct stages : 1) literature
review and production of annotated bibliographies; 2) survey of experts in training for
troubleshooting skills in North America; 3) survey of Canadian nuclear power plant training
centres. The research attempted to determine what method in the training of troubleshooting
skills are candidates for use in the Canadian nuclear power industry. The purpose of the research
was to identify and examine those methods of training that are likely to be effective, and to
examine directions in which the training of troubleshooting is going and why.

The first stage of the research located, as completely as possible, all applicable documentation
dealing with the training of troubleshooting and diagnostic skills. The focus was on the process
industries such as the petro-chemical, pharmaceutical, nuclear power industries, and complex
military and aerospace systems. Reports, journal and edited articles, books and symposia
presentations were sought. Significant recent documents that focussed on troubleshooting
methods, techniques, strategies skills, tasks, training or evaluation were annotated and included
within this report.

The findings of the literature review identified fundamental requirements for troubleshooting
training, as well as some state-of-the-art methods used for efficient and effective training. For
example, there appeared to be a consensus in the literature, that knowledge of system functions
and dynamics combined with knowledge of a set of rules for diagnosing faults in the system are
necessary to perform troubleshooting effectively. As well, empirical research indicated that the
use of a computer-based instruction system was very effective in training operators and
maintainers to develop skills in the troubleshooting of process systems. This information guided
the development of questionnaires and interview questions for the North American and Canadian
industry surveys.

The second stage, the North American survey, involved identifying the issues in training for
troubleshooting skills and reviewing the methods used by trainers in North America. The survey
indicated that there were many approaches to training personnel in the art and science of
diagnosing systems and equipment. The experts proposed the elements for effective technical
training programs in troubleshooting, and described state-of-the-art methods and approaches to
training for troubleshooting skills.

Some of these methods are traditional and have been the mainstay in industry, such as the
apprentice-journeyman approach, which includes extensive on-the-job training (OJT). Other
methods prepare personnel to develop skills using part-task simulation offered by computer-based
systems where practice can be conducted using mock consequences. Actual equipment mock-ups
have been used to allow personnel to diagnose induced failures, learning from their mistakes,
and developing successful strategies. One leading-edge training approach, the embedded training
systems, allows personnel to practice troubleshooting the actual operational system from the user
interface, in a practice mode, thus allowing operators or maintainers to hone skills on their own
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equipment, without affecting the normal operation of the system.

Other approaches, identified in the North American survey, involved computer-based-instruction
as a tool to develop diagnostic strategies that were transferable to the job. Such an approach
often developed generic troubleshooting skills and strategies within a context-general
environment. The focus was on the skills rather than the operational preparation. Hence, the
computer-based training tasks did not have to be the actual tasks found on the job. Full-scope
simulation using PC-based equipment is now possible and is used by some industries. This type
of system does not have physical fidelity, but provides full functional fidelity and the capability
of creating displays that are excellent mimics of the actual system displays.

The third stage of the investigation of training for troubleshooting skills focussed on
troubleshooting training in the Canadian Nuclear Power Industry. The Canadian Nuclear Industry
was surveyed last to facilitate the development of comprehensive, topical questions. As well, this
allowed for a broad scope of analysis early in the North American survey which would not have
been limited to the issues related to the CANDU environment.

It was discovered that, generally, the nuclear training centres in Canada offer very similar
troubleshooting skills training for personnel. Since operators and maintainers perform
troubleshooting at different levels of detail, the specific training methods were often different.
However, training for all personnel seemed to be based on a considerable amount of systems
theory, with diagnostics theory training often integrated with training of other skills and
knowledge.

It appeared that on-the-job training was a major component, as were context-specific training
through simulators and mock-ups with high physical and functional fidelity. The training
program at New Brunswick's Point Lepreau Generating Station seemed to involve more
computer-based instruction than the training programs at Ontario Hydro. Most of the trainers
at Ontario Hydro facilities favoured physically similar training methods, such as full-scope
simulation, for teaching troubleshooting.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS

AECB

AIM

ANO

CBI

CM

CSP

Diagnostics

DR

Embedded Training
Systems

ENTC

EOP

Interactive Training
Systems

Job Performance Aids

The Atomic Energy Control Board

Abnormal Incident Manual (used by operators, contains
procedures for controlling abnormal incidents)

Authorized Nuclear Operator (also, Sr. Power Plant Operator
in New Brunswick, or First Operator)

Computer-Based-Instruction (a method used to provide
instruction via the computer, usually employing self-paced
delivery)

Control Maintainer (Electrical, Electronic, and/or
Instrumentation Technician)

Critical Safety Parameter (one of the principle reactor system
parameters that is monitored and affected by the operator,
especially in an emergency)

See troubleshooting

Deficiency Report (usually filed by operations personnel
indicating system or component failures or irregularities to be
used by maintenance)

Training systems that are part of the operational system, do not
interfere with normal operation, but can run during normal
operation

Eastern Nuclear Training Centre (servicing Pickering and
Darlington Nuclear Power Generating Stations)

Emergency Operating Procedure (a specific procedure used by
operators to control emergency situations in the power plant)

Systems that allow the trainee to interact with the system for the
practice of job tasks, using either a job-specific simulated
environment or a generic set of tasks representing the job tasks

Manual or automated equipment or tools used to provide
information as support for the execution of job tasks
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Malfunction

MM

Modelling

MPO

NO

NPP

OH

OJT

Performance-Based
Training

Phenomenal
Equivalence

PLGS

Refresher Training

Any deviation of a parameter or plant condition from the range
specified for normal operation.

Mechanical Maintainer (Fitter, Welder, and/or Machinist)

A method where the components of a system or process are
defined and described in a structured manner

Major Panel Operator (in Ontario Hydro,'person in charge of
a major control panel such as the refuelling machine control
panel)

Nuclear Operator (field operator, or Power Plant Operator in
New Brunswick)

Nuclear Power Plant

Ontario Hydro

On-the-job training (is training that is carried out in the actual
work environment)

Training that includes structured procedures for the
of recognized criteria used to determine the level of learning
(e.g. accuracy, time to complete, correctness in execution,
consistency in execution)

A term coined by Mr. Harold Price that refers to the condition
where an individual performs tasks within an artificial
environment, experiencing the same interactive milieu, feeling
as though this is the real situation

Point Lepreau Generating Station (New Brunswick)

Training that occurs after initial training, involving experienced
personnel, providing further skill development and re-
establishment of skills not used often or at all in normal
operations, but that are crucial for abnormal events (e.g.
responding to emergencies)

SAT Systematic Approach to Training
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SME Subject Matter Experts (are individuals who provide support for
the development of training materials or for other training
activities (checkouts etc.) and who are experienced and
knowledgeable in the job being trained)

SNO Supervising Nuclear Operator (at Ontario Hydro, a Nuclear
Operator with a supervisory role)

SOS Shift Operating Supervisor (chosen from a ANOs, supervises all
operators on one reactor crew)

SS Shift Supervisor (hired as an engineer-in-training, supervises the
crew of operations and maintenance staff that run the plant)

Troubleshooting A series of steps involving detection of a malfunction, directly
or indirectly, a search for the cause of the failure or a means in
which to place a system in a safe state, and the verification that
the malfunction has been identified or the system has achieved
a safe state.

WNTC Western Nuclear Training Centre (servicing the Bruce Nuclear
Power Plants)
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Training of Troubleshooting Skills in Nuclear Power Plants

1.0 INTRODUCTION

One of the most critical functions performed by the operator or maintainer of a Nuclear
Power Plant (NPP) involves diagnosing failures in the system. An operator's skill at
troubleshooting is one of the most important factors in a NPP's safety during emergency
conditions. Operators must interpret variations in system parameters to determine the type
of fault that has occurred in order to conduct the proper procedures to return the reactor
to a safe state. Co-ordinating efforts with operators and field personnel, maintainers must
be able to efficiently locate faults in the system or sub-systems quickly, to ensure that the
down-time of the failed equipment is kept to a minimum. Diagnosis has to be correct and
achievable. Inefficient or incorrect diagnosis at any level may result in compromised human
and/or environmental safety, not to mention the potential for enormous costs resulting from
damaged equipment and down-time. Hence, the training of effective and efficient
troubleshooting skills is crucial to the responsibility of any organization charged with the
operation and maintenance of nuclear power plants.

The criticality and complexity of the troubleshooting task present considerable human
factors implications for training of troubleshooting skills. Human factors analysis must be
a significant part of the training analysis. The cognitive and skill aspects of the tasks must
be considered in order to understand what should be taught to troubleshooters. According
to training approaches such as the Instructional System Design (ISD) and the Systematic
Approach to Training (SAT), effective training programs require, among other training
development processes, the analysis of the knowledge, skills and abilities possessed by both
candidates and experts, and requires a thorough understanding of the job be acquired.

The current research process described in this report was developed for the Human Factors
Group of the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) in Ottawa to learn more about the
troubleshooting task and how it was trained. We performed a literature review and surveyed
troubleshooting training experts in North America, covering a number of industrial and
military applications. This allowed us to identify what was available for the training of
troubleshooting skills and to get an impression of the state-of-the-art in troubleshooting.
Following this literature review and survey, we interviewed the trainers in the Canadian
nuclear power industry.

The study findings, with respect to the understanding of the troubleshooting task and
troubleshooting training, have been detailed in section 3.0. Conclusions and
recommendations of this research are reported in sections 4.0 and 5.0, respectively.

1.1 Definition of Troubleshooting

The troubleshooting task can be defined as a series of steps involving detection of a
malfunction, directly or indirectly, a search for the cause of the failure or for a means by



which to place a system in a safe state, and the verification that the malfunction has been
correctly identified or the system has achieved a safe state.

As is evident by this definition there are two types of troubleshooting that can be
considered. One type is the diagnostic approach performed by operators charged with
maintaining a system in a safe state at all times. The goal of troubleshooting in this case is
focussed on achieving a particular state (safe state) rather than actually identifying the
malfunction. Hence, the diagnosis does not focus on the cause of the malfunction. The
diagnosis results in the determination of the correct procedure to use to place the system
in a safe state. This type of diagnosis is time limited and involves considerable systems
knowledge and rule-based strategies developed during simulator training and on-the-job
experience. This type of troubleshooting is a symptomatic approach based on decision-
making regarding system states, parameters and conditions.

The troubleshooting carried out by mdntainers, however, is driven by the goal of
determining the cause of the malfunction. Their task is less time dependent and can often
be based on procedure. However, a considerable level of skill is required to know when
procedure is inadequate and consequently know when to use a more topographic search
strategy. This type of search for the cause of the malfunction involves determining the
good/bad condition of each node in the system affected. A systematic check or measurement
is made for each part of the system. During such a search the identification of a "bad"
condition for a particular part of the system is then considered in view of the overall
symptoms of the system tr further narrow down the cause. This involves some verification
of the effects of the malfunction on the logic of the system. The procedure specified for the
diagnosis of a particular class of malfunctions will provide the expected values for critical
components.

1.2 Purpose and Scope of the Overall Research Project

The present research attempted to determine what methods in the training of
troubleshooting skills are candidates for use in the Canadian nuclear power industry. The
purpose of the research was to identify and examine those methods of training that are
likely to be effective, and to examine directions in which the training of troubleshooting is
going and why.



PROJECT GOALS

• to determine the current methods and technology applied to the
troubleshooting task and troubleshooting training in complex systems such
as the military and process industries;

• to determine the areas of development in the troubleshooting task and
troubleshooting training;

• to determine the current methods and technology applied to the
troubleshooting task and troubleshooting training in the Canadian nuclear
industry;

• to identify areas where the identified "state-of-the-art" troubleshooting
training methods or tools can be effectively applied to the Canadian
nuclear industry.

Note : The specific methods used to accomplish the following project goals are
described in section 2.0.

The study identified those methods in troubleshooting that can be applied effectively to the
Canadian nuclear power plant environment. This includes methods focusing on diagnostic
tasks to be performed by operators and maintainers. The type of troubleshooting strategies
and the use of any job aids (e.g., Automatic Testing Equipment, rule sets, diagrams, manuals
etc.) were identified where appropriate, and described. This information is an important
contributor to the success of a complete training program.

Systematic approaches to the training of troubleshooting skills were assessed for
applicability, practicality and completeness with respect to the Canadian nuclear power plant
(NPP) environment. The research included identification of training approaches and
techniques that show promise for application to troubleshooting and diagnostics.

The present research involved interviewing experts in the training of troubleshooting skills,
in addition to conducting an extensive literature review.

1.3 Purpose and Scope of Milestone 1: Literature Review and Annotated Bibliography

This part of the research located, as completely as possible, all applicable documentation
dealing with the training of troubleshooting and diagnostic skills. The focus was on the
process industries such as the petro-chemical, pharmaceutical, and nuclear power industries,
and complex military and aerospace systems. Reports, journal and edited articles, books and
symposia presentations were sought. The items that meet the criteria shown in Table 2.2-1
below were annotated.



The literature review attempted to cover all documentation dealing specifically with training
of diagnostic or troubleshooting skills for operators and maintainers working in a process
industry or complex systems such as advanced aircraft. Some of the general models
presented by training researchers have application to these types of systems.

The documents considered included:

• research reports focusing on training methods for troubleshooting and
diagnosis;

• research reports focusing on methods for troubleshooting training system
development;

• descriptions of programs for troubleshooting training systems;

• review papers examining various training approaches for diagnosis and
troubleshooting.

1.4 Purpose and Scope of Milestone 2 : North American Survey

This stage of the project involved seeking out the opinion of training experts in North
American industry, regarding the training of troubleshooting and diagnostic skills. These
trainers represent the nuclear, petro-chemical, pharmaceutical, and military industries. The
study consisted of an in-depth investigation into approaches, methods and training issues
concerning trainers responsible for teaching troubleshooting skills. The survey also included
discussion with a training organization involved in generic diagnostic training (Kepner-
Tregoe).

The approach consisted of in-depth interviews with people identified as knowledgeable
experts in troubleshooting and training. Hence, the survey did not include a large sample
of trainers. The decision to use this approach was based on the contractor's understanding
that the quality of the information is more important, at this point in the overall
understanding of troubleshooting, than a broad survey of opinion. Past experience supports
this approach - ie. that initial surveys must be of a more in-depth nature. A few people with
extensive experience in an area, usually have a good understanding of what is happening,
generally, in their field. This allowed a much more efficient use of time and resources, and
was therefore more cost-effective.

It was not in the scope of the project to conduct a broad survey of training professionals.
Our goal was to interview, in-depth, a select few experts in training in troubleshooting. Now
that areas of concern have been established, a more sweeping survey of trainers across
North America, may be a logical next step. Such a survey could be based on the results of
the present study, and could include a questionnaire only. This follow-on survey would
provide a picture of general opinion about specific approaches and training concepts.
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1.5 Purpose and Scope of Milestone 3 : Canadian Nuclear Survey

This stage of the project involved interviewing, surveying and visiting the training facilities
of the Canadian nuclear power generation industry for the purpose of obtaining general and
specific information regarding the status of troubleshooting skills training. Specifically, the
methods and structure of troubleshooting training activities in Canadian nuclear power
plants (NPPs) were identified. As well, Rhodes & Associates solicited opinion on current
problems in troubleshooting training and expected areas of advancement of troubleshooting
training theory, methods, and technology.

It was also the purpose of this project to compare these Canadian NPP approaches to expert
opinion obtained in stage two. These state-of-the-art and ideal training approaches were to
serve as a benchmark for comparison.

The scope of the investigation included the major nuclear power facilities in Ontario
(Pickering, Darlington, Bruce) and New Brunswick (Point Lepreau). The questions
addressed the troubleshooting training provided for both operator and maintenance job
families.



2.0 METHODS

2.1 Literature Review

The literature review has been carried out using electronic search information systems such
as DIALOG and INIS and electronic and manual searches through the following libraries:

• University of Toronto Engineering, Science and Medicine, and Robarts
libraries;

• York University's Steacie Science, Psychology and Scott Libraries;
• Ontario Hydro's libraries (Head Office and Public info centre);
• Atomic Energy Control Board library.

We searched for the following types of information:

a) Technical Troubleshooting Training Programs for:

• Process Industries
• Technical Service Industries
• Military Systems
• Aerospace Systems

b) Troubleshooting Techniques and Methods as Described in:

government guidelines (INPO, EPRI, NRC, AECB, IAEA, IEC)
military handbooks, manuals and specifications
NASA handbooks, manuals and guides
other industry-related government agencies (e.g. petro-chemical)
privately published technical troubleshooting manuals or handbooks
proceedings to symposia and workshops
journal articles
chapters in books

c) Approaches and Theory in Technical Training of Troubleshooting Skills

privately published books
government publications
journal articles
proceedings to symposia and workshops
chapters in books
published reports
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d) Reviews and Evaluations of Troubleshooting Techniques

• Review papers in journals, proceedings, edited texts
• Books reviewing troubleshooting methods
• Review chapter on troubleshooting techniques in books

The extensive library and DIALOG searches, using the search method described below,
identified over 87 documents that dealt specifically with the training of troubleshooting and
diagnostic skills. Many of these documents, listed in the Bibliography section, contain
extensive references for related material.

Initial keyword search strategies

The following keyword search strategies were used with the INIS data base at the AECB
library in Ottawa.

1. (TRAINING) AND ((TROUBLE-SHOOTING) OR
(TROUBLESHOOT) OR (TROUBLESHOOTER) OR
(TROUBLESHOOTING))

produced 4 references for the period 1990-92,
5 references for the period 1987-89,

and 0 references for the period 1976-86.

Total number of references: 9
How many looked relevant? 7
References selected for review: 2

2. PROBLEM-SOLVING

produced 28 references for the period 1990-92,
31 references for the period 1987-89,
6 references for the period 1984-86,

and 7 references for the period 1980-83.

Total number of references: 76
How many looked relevant? 13
References selected for review 1

3. (TRAINING) AND (DECISION MAKING)

produced 17 references for the period 1990-92.

How many looked relevant? 2
References selected for review 1
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4. (TRAINING) AND (DIAGNOS*)

produced no useful references (most references were to medical diagnosis)

Some references were not obtained for the following reasons:

(1) papers were of a general nature and did not contribute substantive
information (e.g. Proceedings of the symposia on training of nuclear facility
personnel);

(2) reference did not contain enough information to warrant (e.g. Transactions of
the American Nuclear Society, usually only abstract or brief note, no
references etc.);

(3) although the reference looked interesting it was not of immediate relevance
(e.g. expert systems);

(4) the reference was in a foreign language.

Additional references were obtained by methodically searching select periodicals (e.g
Human Factors), and by referring to the lists of references contained in the relevant articles.
In general, this approach was more productive than keyword searches. Most of the
references found in this way were not uncovered by the keyword searches. In addition to
those references uncovered during the initial literature review, a wealth of other significant
documents were identified during interviews with training experts. Obviously, a more
effective strategy must be found if keyword searches are to be used productively. It is
possible that the fault lies, not with the strategy, but with the data bases.

2.2 Annotated Bibliography

Documents that have met the selection criteria defined in Table 2.2-1 below, have been read
and reviewed. Annotated bibliographies for those that are deemed most useful and
informative, from a troubleshooting training point of view, have been prepared (see list in
section 3.2 below, and the annotated bibliographies in Appendix A).



Table 22-1: Criteria for Annotation

1. the document must focus on troubleshooting methods, techniques, strategies
skills, tasks, training or evaluation

2. the document should be recent (post 1960)

3. it should be representative of the genre ie. if there are many articles on the
same subject the one chosen to write up as a bibliographic description must be
the most complete version;

4. the document must represent a significant contribution to the understanding of
the field of troubleshooting.

2.3 Survey of North American Troubleshooting Training Experts

The methodology for the survey included visiting various training experts in North America,
who were involved in the development of troubleshooting methods and training programs.
The following questions were addressed:

What problems in troubleshooting approaches exist today?
What are the proposed solutions for these problems?
What new methods and techniques in troubleshooting are being developed?
What are the reasons that required that these new developments occur?
What is the direction of training in troubleshooting today?
What research supports the new developments in training and techniques?
What impact will the new training and techniques have on plant design? On
personnel? On management policies? On organizational issues?
What troubleshooting training issues are the most important in today's
maintenance environment as found in modern process industries?
What types of troubleshooting training work best for new hires? For upgrading
skills? For control room operators? For maintainers?
What advances in the training of troubleshooting training are the most
important?
How easy can these newer training approaches be applied to present systems?
What is the future direction for troubleshooting training?

These questions were incorporated into a questionnaire that was sent to the trainers listed
below (only the above questions were sent to Mr. Price and Dr. Muckler). This
questionnaire, focusing on the training program, can be found in APPENDIX B of this
report.
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The troubleshooting training experts, listed below, responded to the questionnaire which was
followed with in-depth interviews. These interviews were loosely structured, allowing us to
clarify individual answers from the completed questionnaires, and to investigate, in-depth,
specific important issues in training for troubleshooting skills which may have been raised
after the questionnaire had been developed and administered. This personal interview also
allowed the experts to clearly relate information which may have been difficult to explain
on a sheet of paper.

The North American survey did not include Canadian nuclear industry trainers and experts.
These individuals were interviewed in the second stage of this project.

Troubleshooting Training Experts Identified and Interviewed for this Project

• Dr. Frederick Muckler - military and nuclear power troubleshooting training
expert;

• Mr. Harold Price - expert in human factors and training for nuclear, chemical,
military and petro-chemical systems;

• Dr. E. Hall - troubleshooting training expert for the U.S. Air Force, Human
Resources Laboratory at Brooks AFB;

• Mr. Tom Robus - training coordinator for Petro-Canada;
• Ms. Glenda Drew - training coordinator for Eli Lilly Canada Limited;
• Ms. Marilyn Knowles - training associate at Kepner-Tregoe Canada.

Note : We also received materials from General Physics (NRC-approved
trainers for nuclear power plants), American Petroleum Institute (API),
Howell Training (API-approved trainers) and Search Technology
(NRC- and NASA-approved trainers).

2.4 Survey of Canadian Nuclear Operations and Maintenance Trainers

2.4.1 Canadian Nuclear Power Industry Contacts

The AECB wrote to representatives of utilities that have nuclear power plants. These
representatives were contacted and briefed on the project by Dr. Rhodes. They were then
sent a questionnaire (see APPENDIX B), and asked to prepare for an interview that would
focus on these questions. The utility was given the option of either completing the
questionnaire and setting up a meeting and answering the questions in person, or over the
phone.

The interviews were open-ended and more information than covered by the established
questions were collected.

Visits were arranged for the sites listed in table 2.4.1-1 through the corresponding contacts.
Table 2.4.1-1 also lists the names of other individuals that Rhodes & Associates formally
met. As well, some informal contacts made during the tour of the facilities that provided
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information for this report are also listed. The New Brunswick's Point Lepreau Generating
Station (PLGS) contact, Sydney Turner, responded to the questionnaire and was interviewed
by telephone, but no site visit was arranged. The responses to the questionnaire were based
upon the combined effort of the training officers.

Table 2.4.1-1 : Site Visits and Interviews in Stage 3

Facility

Eastern Nuclear
Training Centre
(ENTC)

Western Nuclear
Training Centre.
(WNTC)

Darlington
Nuclear
Generating Station

Eastern Training
Simulation Centre

New Brunswick
Point Lepreau
Generating Station
(PLGS)

Contact

John Irwin-Childs,
Technical Training
Superintendent

Malcolm Young,
Centre Manager

Al Davidson
Training Officer

David MacKenzic

Sydney Turner

Toured Areas

Maintenance Training
Shops for Pickering and
Darlington

Maintenance Training
Shops for Bruce A&B

Plant

Pickering B Simulation
Room
Darlington Simulator
Room

not toured

Interviewed
Personnel

John Irwin-Childs
Bill Haire, Field Training Superintendent
MM Trainers

Malcolm Young
John Bond, Simulator Training Super.
Morely McNeil, Training Officer, Control

Al Davidson

Ron Dymond, Simulation Training Officer, Pick.B
Ken Keown, Simulation Training Officer, PickA
Gordon Chester, Simulation Training Officer, Dar.

Sydney Turner
Joe McCarthy
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2.4.2 Specific Focus of Interviews

The general areas covered by the questions and focus of the interviews were as follows:

the training systems in use or being developed at present for teaching
troubleshooting skills;

problems in troubleshooting approaches existing today, and how they can
be resolved;

new methods and techniques in troubleshooting being developed;

the reasons that these new developments are necessary;

the direction of training in troubleshooting today;

research supporting the new developments in troubleshooting training
techniques;

impact that the new troubleshooting training techniques will have on:
A) Plant design, B) Personnel; C) Management policies; D)
Organizational issues;

troubleshooting training issues are the most important in today's
maintenance environment as found in modern process industries;

types of troubleshooting training that work best;

advances in the training of troubleshooting that are the most important;

ease with which these newer training approaches can be applied to
present systems.

For most contacts, personal interviews were preferred over the questionnaire. Therefore the
same interview methods as described in section 2.3 (Milestone 2 : Survey of North American
Troubleshooting Training Experts) were applied in most instances. Most of the experts used
the questionnaire to prepare for the interview. New Brunswick Power was the utility which
completed the questionnaire and participated in two phone interviews (about 1 hour
duration each). The other utilities felt that in-depth interviews were necessary to relate their
capabilities.
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2.5 Comparative Analysis

Responses to questions were organized into the following main areas of focus:

1. Troubleshooting tasks performed;
2. Philosophy adopted for troubleshooting training ;
3. Types of troubleshooting training employed;
4. Plans for future troubleshooting training.

Each of these main areas were compared for each of the training operations (ENTC,
WNTC, PLGS) to the state-of-the-art identified in stage two. The areas where more
investigation should be pursued are given, along with the rationale. Areas where the utilities
are ahead of the field have also been reported.

The recommendations at the end of this report indicate the areas that require attention. The
discussion in section 4.0 of this report contains information on what the Canadian nuclear
industry is doing relative to that in North America, generally.
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3.0 RESEARCH IN TROUBLESHOOTING TASKS AND TRAINING

The review of literature indicated that the bulk of the research into the troubleshooting task
and troubleshooting training was being conducted by a small number of research groups.
The focus of these groups is to determine what methods of training work best for teaching
troubleshooting and diagnostic strategies. The specific research interests and major findings
of these individuals or groups studying troubleshooting are described in the following
sections.

3.1 University of Wales Team (formerly of the U. of Hull)

A group of researchers, originally from the University of Hull but now at the University of
Wales Institute of Science and Technology, have carried out a series of investigations since
1975. This work, led by Keith Duncan, has attempted to identify the necessary elements
required by a program for training troubleshooting and diagnostic strategies to process
system operators. Their work is summarized below in Table 3-1. Important findings from
this series of research projects is summarized below.

• Knowledge of system functions and dynamics combined with knowledge of a
set of rules for diagnosing faults in the system is necessary to perform
troubleshooting effectively.

• Knowledge and use of the decision structure for solving failures in the system
provides the trainee with essential information to effectively locate failures.

• Knowledge of instrument verification techniques improves the fault location
task.

• The use of a graphical display of the system during training facilitates the
learning process.

• Traditionally, trainees have been given all the necessary information to
diagnose a problem up front. However, by with-holding selected information
during the practice sessions, trainers force the trainees to query the system
and/or the support personnel to obtain or confirm this system parameter
information. Researchers found that overall performance improved as a result
of this temporary with-holding of information.

• Also, with-held information to simulate the type of operating environment
present in computerized systems where all of the information can not be
displayed at once on the CRT. This means the operator must use a strategy
in troubleshooting a problem, systematically calling up information on which
to base his/her decision.
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Patrick and Haines (1988) and Patrick et al. (1989), also with the University of Wales, have
carried out studies examining the effectiveness of qualitative (procedural information)
training and heuristic rule-based training. Their results show that procedural training is
superior to training of rules, when applied to troubleshooting tasks. They claim that this
result is contrary to the other studies carried out by Duncan's group, because this group (e.g.
Patrick et al.) recognize that their qualitative training is knowledge-based. Though this is
true, this group's work also shows that procedures (strategies) work as well to teach people
to troubleshoot effectively. Therefore, there does not seem to be a conflict. In fact, Duncan's
and Patrick's studies support the popular view that a combination of theory training and
procedural training works best to prepare the troubleshooter.

Table 3-1: Summaiy of Research Carried Out by the U. of Wales' Team

Authors *

Brooke et al. (1983)

Brooke and Duncan (1980)

Brooke and Duncan (1981)

Brooke et ai. (1980)

Brooke et at. (1978)

Duncan (1971)

Duncan (1981)

Duncan (1987)

Duncan and Gray (1975a)

Duncan and Gray (1975b)

Duncan and Gray (1975c)

Duncan and Praetorius (1987)

Duncan and Shepherd (1975)

Marshall et al. (1981a)

Marshall et al. (1981b)

Marshall and Shepherd (1981)

Shepherd (1981)

Shepherd et al. (1977)

Article's Main Theme

Computer aiding and pre-training for fault location

Use of flow charts for aiding fault location tasks

Use of system display graphics to aid fault location tasks

Experimental study of the use of interactive instruction to aid
fault location tasks

Use of interactive instruction to aid fault location tasks

Retention and transfer of learned troubleshooting skills

A training approach for fault diagnosis in process systems

A training approach for fault diagnosis in advanced process
systems

Evaluation of a training approach for fault diagnosis

Functional context training method for process control tasks

Scoring methods for verification and diagnostic performance in
process system fault finding tasks

Methods for capturing knowledge for fault-diagnosis training

Simulator-based training technique for diagnosing plant
failures

With-holding information in the training of diagnosing failures
in process plants

Use of panels for training in fault diagnosis in major-hazard
continuous-process systems

Diagnosis training program for operators of continuous
processes

Review of Troubleshooting Training

Comparison of three methods using panels for training of fault
diagnosis

See bibliography for full reference.
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3.2 Rasmussen and Rouse

Rasmussen and Rouse (1981) edited a landmark document that is the result of a symposium
on Human Detection and Diagnosis of System Failures for NATO. This book contains a
selection of papers by the leading researchers and theorists working in the field of diagnosis
and troubleshooting of systems. Rasmussen and Rouse both have made significant
contributions to the understanding of how humans perform diagnostic tasks (see Table 3-2).

3.3 Johnson and Maddox

Another team of researchers that has made important contributions to the field of training
diagnostic and troubleshooting skills was that of W.B Johnson and M.E. Maddox (see Table
3-3). Johnson carried out his doctoral research in the development of a computer-based
system to teach troubleshooting skills. The resulting training system approach was developed
into a training system called FAULT (Framework for Aiding for Understanding of Logical
Troubleshooting). This work was applied to the nuclear industry during the early to mid '80's
and resulted in the development of a computer-based traimng system to be used by the
industry (Johnson et al., 1985; Maddox et al., 1986). The system was to augment on-the-job
training in troubleshooting nuclear power plants. It was designed to benefit both
maintenance personnel and operators. Johnson also was involved in training research with
W.B. Rouse (1982a; and 1982b). The results of Johnson and Maddox's work demonstrates
that computer-based training in troubleshooting offers a useful addition to the traditional
on-the-job training. Recently, FAULT has been used for training on the Space Shuttle
program (Duncan, 1992).

3.4 U.S. Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

A fourth team of researchers that also have made significant contributions to the field of
troubleshooting training works out of the U.S. Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
located at Brooks Air Force Base in San Antonio, Texas (see Table 3-3). The team consists
of S. Gott, E. Hall and R. Pokorny. This team has developed a training system used for
training U.S.A.F. aircraft maintenance technicians to effectively troubleshoot and diagnose
faults in advanced aircraft. The system involves an extensive and very complete cognitive
task analysis, modelling of the diagnostic tasks, course design component, test component,
and traimng evaluation component. Gott (1989) reviews a number of training approaches
for troubleshooting and diagnosis. This review looks at practice-centred instructional
programs that are based on well-constructed cognitive models combined with hands-on
practice. This approach represents a very successful means of transferring skills to the
trainee.
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Table 3-2: Summary of Contributions by Rasmussen and Rouse

Authors *

Henneman & Rouse (1981)

Hunt & Rouse (1981)

Rasmussen & Jensen (1974)

Rasmussen (1986)

Rasmussen & Rouse (1981)

Rouse & Rouse (1982)

Rouse (1978a;b;1979a;b;c)

Rouse (1983)

Rouse et al. (1980)

Article's Main Theme

Measures of human problem-solving
performance for fault diagnosis tasks

Problem-solving skills of maintenance
trainees in diagnosing faults in simulated
power plants

Examination of the mental tasks
performed by humans troubleshooting
electronic systems

Chapter on fault diagnosis behaviour in
his book on cognitive engineering

Collection of papers on human detection
capabilities and modelling of fault
diagnosis tasks

Effects of the way people think on their
performance in diagnosing faults

Series of papers describing models of
human decision-making for fault
diagnosis tasks

Review of models for human detection,
diagnosis and compensation for system
failures

Rule-based model of human problem-
solving performance in fault diagnosis
tasks

See bibliography for full reference.
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Table 3-3: Summary of Contributions by Johnson & Maddox and the U.SA.F. Human
Resources Groups

Authors *

Johnson et al. (1985)

Maddox et al. (1986)

Rouse (1978a;b;1979a;b;c)

Duncan (1992)

Hall and Gott (1989) - U.S. Air Force
Human Resources Group

Article's Main Theme

EPRI 3829 - Development of a
computer-based training system for diesel
generators using FAULT - Courseware.

EPRI 3829 - Development of a
computer-based training system for diesel
generators using FAULT -
Implementation and Evaluation.

Series of papers describing models of
human decision-making for fault
diagnosis tasks

Development of a Computer-based
training system for NASA's fuel cell
control system using FAULT.

Development of a cognitive task analysis
method to support the design of
diagnostic training systems.

See bibliography for full reference.
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4.0 TRAINING PROGRAMS EXAMINED IN THE NORTH AMERICAN SURVEY

The Survey of North American Experts in Troubleshooting Training revealed several
important leading-edge troubleshooting training approaches, methods and tools. The
following subsections contain descriptions of the facilities visited during the second phase
of this project, including background on the facility, a brief description of the training
program and specific points of interest.

The table below (Table 4.1-1) lists the individuals that we interviewed. Dr. Fred Muckler
and Mr. Harold Price are Human Factors consultants and, though they do not offer a
specific training program, they have been involved in the training for troubleshooting skills.
They both have expertise in nuclear and other high-tech fields and are very familiar with the
human factors of the troubleshooting task and the corresponding training issues. The
research findings, practical experience in troubleshooting training, and the expert opinions
of Mr. Robus, Ms. Drew, Dr. Hall, Ms. Knowles, Dr. Muckler, and Mr. Price are integrated
and summarized at the end of this section.

Table 4.1-1: List of Individuals interviewed for the North American Survey

Contact

Mr. Tom Robus

Ms. Glenda Drew

Dr. E. Hall

Ms. Marilyn Knowles

Dr. Frederick Muckler

Mr. Harold Price

Company/
Speciality

Training Coordinator for Petro-Canada

Training Coordinator for Eli Lilly Canada
Limited

U.S. Air Force, Human Resources Laboratory at
Brooks AFB - Training Expert

Training Associate at Kepner-Tregoe Canada

Consultant in Human Factors and Training
(Retired from U.S. Navy Personnel R&D
Canter)

Consultant in Human Factors in Industry
(formally with Essex, General Physics)

Area of Expertise

Training for Operators and Maintaincrs
Development of Procedures and Training
Programs

Training for Operators and Maintainers
Development of Training Programs

Troubleshooting/diagnostic
Training
Computer-based Maintenance Systems

Expert in Problem-solving Methods

Military systems
Nuclear Power Systems
Training for Troubleshooting

Nuclear Power Plant Operations and
Maintenance
Technical Training
Process Industries
Chemical & Pctro-chcmical
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The following descriptions provide background on the training centres that we visited
(except the Brooks AFB Human Resources Laboratory Diagnostics Training Program, which
was described over the phone). The HRL Diagnostics Training Program could not be visited
because of severe time constraints suffered by the laboratory at the time of this research.
Dr. Hall graciously gave us a generous amount of her time to discuss the program and to
provide us with some materials.

4.1 Petro-Canada Limited

Contact

Our contact at the Petro-Canada training centre was Mr. Tom Robus, who is the training
coordinator for Petro-Canada.

Description of the Facility

The Lake Ontario Refinery (or LOR) is an integrated refinery. It consists of two
geographically separate facilities - one located in Mississauga (LORM) and the other in
Oakville (LORO). The Oakville plant is concerned primarily with the production of fuels
while the Mississauga plant produces a full range of petroleum products - crude oil,
lubricants, asphalt (about 75% of the asphalt in Ontario) etc. In addition, LORM possesses
one the most advanced hydro treatment facilities in the world. LOR has been in operation
since 1943, first with BP, then Gulf, and now Petro-Canada.

Description of the Training Program

The training department is responsible for training all production personnel (process
operators, maintenance, and supervisory personnel). LOR employs more than 500 personnel
- approximately 300 process operators (150 in each plant), and 200 maintenance personnel.
All personnel are trained by Petro-Canada, including maintenance personnel hired on
contract.

The coordinator is assisted by 2 advisors (1 in each plant), and a number of administrators,
who are responsible, among other things, for maintaining a relational data base (INGRES).
This data base keeps track of employee work histories, and is used to schedule training. The
data base contains:

• training guides/modules/components
• recertification
• three concerns - efficiency, reliability, liability (due diligence)

Petro-chemical Industry Guidelines

The development of the training program has been influenced by a number of industry
guidelines. LOR has adopted the ILC (International Loss Control) 5 star program. ILC
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has identified certain key issues but does not specify procedures (a similar role to the
AECB). According to Tom Robus, "I write the standard, ILC endorses it."

In addition, the American Petroleum Institute (API) publishes a set of recommended
practices called API 750 which includes a training component. These recommendations
have been adopted by the Canadian Petroleum Products Institute (CPPI).

Focus of the Petro-Canada Program

The training program is aimed at all operational personnel. A distinction is made
throughout the training program between operations and maintenance personnel. Most of
the training has been developed internally, although some maintenance traimng is provided
by the vendor (i.e. when related to specific pieces of vendor supplied hardware). The
training of troubleshooting and diagnostic skills is not addressed as a separate issue, but is
considered an integral part of normal operations / response component.

Operations Training

Beginning operators receive 4 years of training. The program is based in part on API
endorsed material, and involves the use of full- and partial-simulation, classroom study and
on-the-job training (progressive program). Training combines basic theory with practical
aspects. Different training is provided for specific process areas. Trainees are evaluated
through written testing & demonstrative testing with an emphasis on demonstrated
competence. Evaluation of personnel consists of:

• criterion reference / competency testing
• progressive program (apprenticeship)

Troubleshooting and diagnostic procedures are built into the training program. The program
involves the structured training of theory, computer-based training, practice on a simulator,
and on-the-job traimng. Operators are trained to respond to failures, to recognize problems,
to follow set procedures to fix problems, and to troubleshoot if the problem persists.

This training makes use of simulation - some generic, some specific (e.g. hydro treatment
plant). The process simulation system is used only at advanced levels of training.

Board operators are the first to see an upset. They have a greater responsibility for process
control, hence, greater need for well-developed diagnostic skills.
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4.2 EH Lilly Pharmaceuticals

Background

A new training program at Eli Lilly has been developed during the last year. Prior to the
start of the present program training was primarily an on-the-job apprenticeship. New
regulations from the Health Protection Branch and plans to modernize the plant, has
encouraged Eli Lilly management to improve the training process. The company has
adopted the "Total Quality Program" approach to management and operations. This
prescription to a systematic approach to managing the plant requires that a training
component be developed. The program that Glenda Drew described is practical and
comprehensive. The program has the support of upper management, though Ms. Drew must
continue to defend the program.

The way procedures were written 15 years ago and earlier required that the operators write
their own and live with them. Later managers decided that they should write the procedures
instead of the operators. The result was a set of procedures that operators did not
understand and found mostly unusable. Hence, the training group at Eli Lilly involve the
operators in all aspects of the training process and procedures development.

The new plant to be built in two years will be more automated and the operators will be
expected to apply Statistical Process Control methods to the process. This will involve new
training and different selection criteria for new hires.

Main Elements

Training in troubleshooting and diagnostics is included as part of an operator's general
training. The overall training program for the operator includes:

• class-room type training in the operation and functioning of the equipment to be
used by the operator;

• preliminary on-the-job training on new equipment while off-line, or on existing
equipment, off-line on a weekend etc. - some simulation of problems - supervised by
a trainer;

• on-the-job training during actual operation with an experienced operator.

Maintenance is handled by the production engineers and technicians. These individuals also
learn most of their tasks on-the-job. Unfortunately Ms. Drew does not handle the training
of the engineers and technicians.

The plan for the future is to incorporate, into the job of the operator, many of the tasks
presently performed by the production engineers and technicians. Therefore, the operator's
training program will include these elements as well.
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Training Plan

Eli Lilly has committed itself to a training program that uses the systems approach for
instructional design. The company has had a series of training experts come in to help them
develop their program (Longeran Training Consultants, Eli Lilly's parent company, and the
U.S. based Hay Management).

The training program includes stages of development:

• Analysis Phase - Needs analysis, task/job analysis, skills/knowledge/abilities analysis,
develop performance criteria - completed;

• Verification Phase - Gap analysis using material experts, determine if performance
criteria is valid, checklist of requirements against training elements, development of
a data base to track training history of personnel - in progress;

• Design Phase - develop curriculum, set up scheduling and programming - in progress;

• Implementation Phase

• Assessment

Grand-fathering: Eli Lilly has instituted a process called "grand-fathering" which allows
performance checks to be validated. A performance check-out procedure is developed using
experienced people to produce the criteria. These "experts" then complete the check-out
themselves to verify that the criteria are valid. Next, inexperienced operators (novices) are
put through the check-out. Their performance is compared to the experts. A pre-determined
gap in performance is used as a measure of the check-out procedure's ability to show real
differences between the experienced and inexperienced operators.

Other approaches to training include combining vendor training with their own on-the-job
training. For new equipment, vendor class-room training or video-based training is followed
by on-the-job training while the equipment is off-line. This combined training involves the
following steps:

Introduction
• Presentation or Demonstration
• Feedback (For each step in the process)
• PracticePractice

The first sessions are dry runs for practice only. These practice runs are followed by walk-
throughs led by an experienced operator during a production run. Then the trainee performs
the operational tasks while the experienced operator supervises and checks off each step,
using prescribed performance criteria.
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The performance criteria used is of a discrete nature. Either a quantitative measure provides
a minimum requirement or the presence of a specific set of criteria is expected. Hence, if
the trainee leaves out a sub-step, adds something, does a step incorrectly, doesn't achieve
a particular level of performance (completion of a step with expected results), a negative
entry is recorded in the checklist.

Training for Troubleshooting

The operators are taught most of their basic troubleshooting skills through on-the-job
training. Experienced operators develop these skills to a higher level of effectiveness as time
passes. The diagnosis of problems with the process or the machinery involves symptom-
based rules whereby a certain set of circumstances indicate a specific response to fix the
problem. Rarely do the operators use topographical methods where they apply their
knowledge of the system to solve a problem. Experienced operators recognize a set of
symptoms and automatically apply a fix. The basis of the fix is at the skill level.

Since operators will be increasing their responsibility for the whole process and will be
responsible for the quality of the product, rather than just following procedure, more
troubleshooting involving topographical diagnosis will be required. Hence the training will
have to be developed to meet this need. More practice solving technical problems with the
process and with the equipment will be handled by the operator.

At the present, maintenance engineers (technicians) handle equipment problems. Their
training includes a formal background in a technical field and on-the-job training including
the knowledge of the operation of equipment. The process is monitored by the production
engineers. Training for production engineers is based on operational and supervisory
experience.

Plans for Expansion of Training in Troubleshooting

Eli Lilly recognizes the need to expand their training requirements for diagnostic and
troubleshooting behaviour. The company has no formal program for teaching generic skills
to their operators or maintenance staff. Plans to investigate these kinds of courses are in
development.

The drivers for the expansion of training, including that of troubleshooting include:

down-sizing of the work-force
institution of the "Total Quality Program"
increased involvement of employees in management decisions
increased commitment from management to support training

Other plans for the future include:

• development of a data base for tracking personnel training
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• improved methods for validating the training
• adoption of competency-based training in all areas

4.3 U.S AF. Military Training Programs

The Human Resources Laboratories (HRL) has been developing computer-based training
devices in support of training of troubleshooting skills for the F-15 program. These devices
complement the classroom theory and on-the-job training received by the maintenance
technicians assigned to the F-15 program. This computer-based instruction (CBI)
incorporates a part-task simulation of F-15 systems to allow the technician to practice
troubleshooting tasks. Hence, the direct transfer of trained troubleshooting skills, to the
diagnosis of failures in actual equipment, can be accomplished more effectively.

This approach is the direction in which many of the Military Services are moving as a means
of speeding up the training process. The use of procedural training in combination with
theory and on-the-job practice is no longer effective. The modern military systems that exist
today are too complex and sophisticated to rely purely on procedures and on-the-job
training. The use of CBI to augment existing training programs has proven to be a successful
solution to this problem.

The F-15 Troubleshooting Training Program

The USAF has five training tools in their system for training troubleshooting skills
to their maintenance personnel responsible for the F-15 fighter aircraft. These tools
include:

• SHERLOCK - an electronic avionics troubleshooting training device for the F-15
avionics test station

• HYDRIVE - an electronic troubleshooting training device for hydraulic systems
on the F-15

• F-15 C Shop - electronic tutor for training diagnostic strategies for solving failures
on flight-line avionics (including command/navigation/penetration aids)

• F-15 A Shop - electronic tutor for training diagnostic strategies for solving failures
on F-15 radar systems

• F-15 B Shop - electronic tutor for training diagnostic strategies for solving failures
on F-15 flight control systems

The predecessor to these devices was SHERLOCK I, an early prototype used for training
troubleshooting skills for avionics systems. This system, and SHERLOCK II, were developed
by the Learning Research & Development Canter at the University of Pittsburgh.
HYDRIVE was developed by the Educational Testing Service.

The entire F-15 troubleshooting course involves 143 troubleshooting problems requiring
about one hour each. Reflective follow-up sessions are then performed to determine
completeness of learning.
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4.4 Generic Training Programs

There are a number of companies that offer training in troubleshooting. Some offer more
specific training for particular types of equipment. Others offer more general training in
skills development. Below in TABLE 4.4-1 is a summary of those we have identified at the
present.

Table 4.4-1: Summary of Training Programs

Company

General Physics

General Physics

American Petroleum Institute
(API)

American Petroleum Institute
(API)

Howell Training

Kepner-Tregoe

TVDC of Courses

Specific courses for function and maintenance of
particular subsystems and equipment

General courses on diagnosing problems in particular
classes of equipment (e.g. • electronic equipment)

Specific courses for function and maintenance of
particular subsystems and equipment

Courses on safety and fire-fighting etc.

Safety related troubleshooting

Generic Problem-solving in an applied environment

Approval

Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) approved
courses

NRC approved

API approved

API approved

API approved

none

4.5 Summary of North American Survey Findings

4.5.1 Problems in Troubleshooting Training and Their Solutions

A number of areas were identified by the training experts as problematic. These areas
included the transfer of knowledge, availability of resources for practice, remaining in the
loop in automated systems, determining the cost effectiveness of training components,
obtaining support of management.

Dr. Hall pointed out that the training of troubleshooting skills in military systems typically:

• lacked adequate opportunity for practice of troubleshooting difficult fault conditions;

• were hampered by the reduced capability of the technician to remain in the control
loop when limited by automated maintenance systems, resulting in the maintainer's
reduced ability to initiate non-programmed diagnosis;

• involved difficulty in transferring learned knowledge of troubleshooting strategies or
procedures for one piece of equipment to the diagnosis of failures on another system.
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Dr. Hall stated that CBI systems effectively provide practice opportunities that are
performed under part-task simulation. These systems also provide intelligent coaching,
guiding the trainee through the process. Furthermore, CBI in combination with classroom
instruction can be used to teach strategies for diagnosis, and can teach systems knowledge
that is required to do effective troubleshooting on any system. This prepares the trainee to
be a more effective troubleshooter than possible through procedural training only.

Dr. Muckler was concerned about a number of areas in training for troubleshooting
including: the lack of support by management for training; the absence of cost-effectiveness
studies to guide the selection of training methods; the narrowness in scope of the training
programs found in the U.S. nuclear power industry; and the over-reliance on procedure-
based training with little generic problem-solving skills being taught. He also had concerns
with the use of AI and expert systems that do not allow the operator to control the decision-
making involved in control of the plant processes.

Mr. Price recognized further problems with the training of troubleshooting, and with the
troubleshooting task itself. He questioned the ability of NPP control room crews to work as
effective team members since communications between the control room and maintenance
crews has not been a priority in training. This problem does not effect emergency situations,
but does cause some troubleshooting problems later on, after the system has been placed
in a safe state.

4.5.2 Defining the Troubleshooting Task

The following conclusions regarding the troubleshooting task can be made according to the
feedback obtained from the training experts and from the literature.

The troubleshooting task is complex, involving cognitive resources at the skill-based, rule-
based, and knowledge-based levels. The process of troubleshooting a malfunction from the
control room during an emergency event requires a different approach than is required to
troubleshoot a problem elsewhere in the plant. Operators must assess plant conditions,
comparing these conditions to a recognized set of conditions that provide entry into a given
set of Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP). These entry conditions are learned during
training and practice on the simulator. More experience gained on the job as an operator
will improve that operator's ability to recognize the conditions effectively.

Troubleshooting behaviour is difficult to model because the tasks vary according to the
situation and the individual. General approaches or strategies can be identified but detailed
steps in the process cannot be modelled and developed into a general model. This limitation
prevents the training analyst from developing a program that can be procedure-based and
possess clear criteria for evaluation. Also, the limited modelling of cognitive tasks reduces
the visibility into the knowledge-base and practice necessary to prepare the trainee for
demanding decision-making tasks.
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The troubleshooting task can be enhanced with job performance aids providing that there
is adequate time to access the information and apply it to the problem. Since most
troubleshooting tasks are not critically time-limited (i.e., must be performed immediately),
referring to paper-based or computer-based information to aid in the troubleshooting task
is acceptable. However, where the troubleshooting task does demand immediate response,
the troubleshooter will have to respond to the malfunction by tapping his/her knowledge
and experience.

The complex diagnoses performed by operators require less procedural tasks and more
cognitive tasks during the identification of plant conditions, leading to an assessment of the
entry conditions for a response procedure (e.g., an EOP). The reason for the higher
complexity as compared to the troubleshooting task of a maintainer or field operator results
from the focus on the entire system rather than a subsystem or particular piece of
equipment. This situation demands that the troubleshooter consider many symptoms and
their relationships in combination, attempting to recognize a pattern consistent with
experience during simulation practice or from actual operating experience. Also, the
operator of a large complex system must rely on a sound knowledge of the functional
relationships of all equipment in the system that are critical to its safe operation. This does
not mean that the operator must know every nut and bolt, but means that he/she must be
aware of how all critical parts of the system behave normally, and how they interact. The
operator must be able to ascertain when plant functions are not within normal ranges and
why this may be the case.

The troubleshooter must have well-established strategies for diagnosis, based on sets of rules
that follow the integral functional logic of the system. The rules must be well understood
and explored in order to appreciate their value in troubleshooting. This usually involves
practice and study, learning where to apply the rules and under what conditions.

The strategies used by the troubleshooter must be flexible and adaptable to all situations
and conditions. Inflexible rules can lead to inappropriate actions and negative consequences.
The troubleshooter must be able to modify the rules to fit each situation such that the
relationships between parameters are considered, as are the plant conditions at the time.
The rule of "high pressure and high temperature means a stuck outlet valve" may be correct
in one instance, but incorrect in the instance where a particular sensor may be providing
incorrect readings. The rule may require a corollary such as "and when flow at the outlet
is zero".

The troubleshooter must use problem-solving skills to track down a malfunction or identify
the proper procedure to follow. These skills are often developed on the job and during
practice sessions with mock-ups or through simulation. Troubleshooting skills are trainable
through part-task tutoring systems, and may be taught successfully using embedded
interactive training systems. Troubleshooting skills can be enhanced by the use of expert
systems that are trust-worthy and subservient to operator control.

Maintainer troubleshooting tasks are less cognitive and can be proceduralized more easily,
though the maintainer still must rely on knowledge of the system and proper strategies or
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rules in order to ensure that the proper procedure is followed. Maintainer troubleshooting
tasks can be enhanced through the use of paper-based JPAs or computer-based maintenance
information systems. Maintenance tasks are more trainable through context-specific part-task
tutoring systems than are operator tasks.

In summary it can be said that effective troubleshooting requires:

• skills in problem-solving and use of diagnostic strategies;
• thorough knowledge of the system, functionally and physically;
• accurate information (from procedures, human-machine-interfaces and human-

computer-interfaces, job aids, expert systems etc.);
• good support from other team members;
• effective communications;
• practice, practice, practice.

The state-of-the-art in troubleshooting includes: expert systems; portable computerized
interactive Job Performance Aids (e.g. IMIS); computerized procedures; use of cognitive
models to develop procedures (from cognitive task analysis); improved procedures, advanced
communications equipment, and on-site maintenance information displays.

4.5.3 The Training Issues

The state-of-the-art for training in troubleshooting includes many methods and approaches
but is mostly confined to basing instructional materials in computer multi-media approaches.
Still the recognition that these are tools to augment, rather than replace the training
professional, is fully realized by the developers of these systems. Examples include
interactive computer-based instruction using part-task simulation such as FAULT by Search
Technology (Johnson & Maddox, 1986; Duncan, 1992); inclusion of embedded training
systems, used for practice, in existing operational systems; and improved full-scope
simulators based on a PC environment (functional high fidelity).

Though advances are mainly computer-based, there is a growing interest in hands-on
troubleshooting and problem-solving training courses. These courses provide intensive
instructor-led classes that help the trainee develop useful problem-solving skills while
troubleshooting a problem taken from their own work environment. This approach has
helped improve, very successfully, the problem-solving skills of maintenance, operational and
technical personnel, as well as managers and plant supervisors. The course helps to develop
strategies in troubleshooting and teaches a structured discipline for problem-solving.

The most successful training programs, particularly for technical training, are competency-
based/performance-based training, using a systems approach and analysis. This approach
includes a training analysis, training design and development, and training evaluation
components.
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The literature (e.g. Duncan, 1987) and the experts interviewed (Dr. Muckler, Dr. Hall and
Mr. Robus) generally agree that the successful troubleshooting training program should and
does have the following content components:

• training in theory and knowledge of the system, functionally and physically;

• training and practice in diagnostic strategies, using both heuristic and algorithmic
rules;

• training and practice in the application of diagnostic rules that are specific to the
equipment;

• training and practice in general problem-solving;

• training and practice in the application of problem-solving.

According to Dr. Muckler training programs involve three main design aspects that
determine the resources and development process necessary: the content of the training
material; the location and environment of the training; and the selection of the delivery
system (classroom theory, on-the-job training, use of part-task simulators, full simulation,
computer-based instruction).

Typical troubleshooting training programs for process industries, such as those offered
currently by the Canadian nuclear industry, include classroom theory, such as understanding
of the functions and interaction of functions in the system, and physical relationships of
various system components etc. This type of training is usually short in duration but intense.
Next, trainees are taught procedures, involving the memorization of voluminous amounts
of information, usually taking months to complete, in conjunction with hands-on practice
with mockups, simulators or actual equipment under close supervision. Next, trainees begin
to work side by side with an experienced individual, progressively working more
independently as their confidence and skills develop. Finally, after checkout they can begin
to operate or maintain equipment on their own.

The training program for troubleshooting recommended by the literature and the experts
might consist of the following types of instruction and practice:

• classroom instruction on theory and knowledge of the functioning and structure
of the system to be diagnosed;

• classroom instruction on problem-solving and diagnostic strategies applicable to
the system;

• classroom study of procedures and application of problem-solving skills,
integrated with on-the-job training;
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• practice solving examples of actual failures that have occurred to the system in
the past, using mockups;

• further practice on interactive part-task simulator/tutoring systems (CBI) - various
to cover all subsystems and equipment;

• more OJT including supervised maintenance or operational tasks on actual
equipment; and

• practice on a PC-based full-scope (functionally) simulator to integrate part-task
learning, or practice and checkout on full-scope simulator with complete physical
and functional fidelity if necessary;

Adaptiveness of personnel skills and capabilities to changing job requirements
necessitates training on a continual basis. The training of new approaches to
troubleshooting and diagnosis; training to support design upgrades; refresher training
to maintain skill levels; and recertification all demand a dynamic training program.
Such programs require flexibility, and require full analysis of job tasks, personnel
skills, knowledge and abilities, job demands and job characteristics. The design of the
program relies on complete needs assessment information and on cost-effectiveness
analysis to support the selection of methods, personnel and resources. This
information can be fed back to the design of systems where decisions about systems
demands on personnel can be considered and changes made to reduce those
demands if necessary.

The training program must be able to the adapt to the user's needs, rather than be
a boiler plate for all trainees. Each trainee can have, conceivably, very different
formal training, experience and abilities. This situation is particularly true for the
technical fields since trainees may have backgrounds including college, university,
work term experience, job experience with other system type, and/or previous
experience with a similar system.
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5.0 STATE OF TRAINING FOR TROUBLESHOOTING IN CANADIAN NPPs

General findings, including similarities among the training centres, are presented first. The
training centres are discussed with respect to their basic approach to training, and significant
troubleshooting responsibilities within the operator and maintenance job families. Next,
troubleshooting methods and tools for the various occupations are presented.

5.1 General Findings

It was determined that the ENTC and WNTC training programs were very similar and thus
were not discussed individually, except when specific training tools were used by one but not
another. There is regular communication between the centres, and this sharing of
information, Ontario Hydro technology, and corporate philosophy likely contributed to the
similarities. The PLGS training centre also often exchanged information with Ontario Hydro.
According to training staff at the ENTC, operator training programs have been taken
wholesale from Ontario Hydro and delivered by university professors in New Brunswick.

Most differences between the Ontario and New Brunswick operations are a function of
station size. PLGS has fewer levels of operator qualification since it is simpler to service
only one reactor with respect to such activities as refuelling, waste management, cooling
water supply, power supply (ie. there is no MPO, SNO, etc.). The human and physical
resources for training are also limited due to the size of the.operation.

5.1.1 Similarities Among the Training Centres

5.1.1.1 Basic Training Philosophy and Approach

The three Canadian nuclear training centres shared a similar training philosophy. Mr. John
Irwin-Childs at the ENTC stressed the fact that troubleshooting training methods and tools
vary according to job requirements. The operators' and maintainers' daily duties, and
therefore their troubleshooting responsibilities, are quite different. Malcolm Young,
Manager of the WNTC, effectively summarized that with respect to troubleshooting traimng,
the methods chosen are believed to best develop in the trainees a) a clear mental image of
the equipment and systems they must troubleshoot; and b) a thorough understanding of the
equipment they have available to assist in this. Generally, the WNTC attempts to model the
actual equipment/systems found in the field so that practice can take place. This allows the
trainee to diagnose faults and take corrective actions without affecting the operating systems
of the actual reactor. The conceptual framework of troubleshooting training at the WNTC
is presented below. This approach has been found to be representative of the Canadian
nuclear industry.
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Figure 5.1.1.1-1: Generic Approach to Troubleshooting Training in the Canadian Nuclear
Industry

{ • Understanding of Science Fundamentals and
Equipment Principles.

• Understanding of specific component maintenance
and/or systems operation.

• Hands-on activities on simple operating
T r O U b l e s h O O t i n { loops/simulations and systems.

g 1 r a i n i n g . Hands-on activities on more complicated
loops/simulations and systems.

. • Formal OJT and experience.

Troubleshooting
P r a c t i c e * Special qualification training (where and how depends

on specific needs).

5.1.1.2 Identification of Jobs Involving Troubleshooting

Within the scope of the project, the following jobs were identified as involving significant
troubleshooting activities. The job titles for both Ontario Hydro and New Brunswick are
given, although throughout the report the Ontario Hydro titles will be used primarily. Some
Ontario Hydro job titles that are not represented in the New Brunswick column because
there was no equivalent position discussed.

ONTARIO HYDRO NEW BRUNSWICK POWER - POINT
LEPREAU

Operator Family
Nuclear Operator (NO) -> Power Plant Operator (PPO)
Major Panel Operator (MPO)
Supervising Nuclear Operator (SNO)
Authorized Nuclear Operator (ANO) -» Senior PPO (Sr.PPO)

Maintenance Family
Control Maintenance (CM) -* Instrumentation /Control Technicians

Electrical/Electronic Technicians
Mechanical Maintenance (MM) -> Mechanical Maintenance
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The Nuclear Operator (NO), sometimes referred to as the Power Plant Operator (PPO) at
PLGS or a field operator, is the eyes and ears of the control room. At Ontario Hydro, this
individual must stream in one of four areas to receive a NO3S designation (a higher level
of qualification). In each of these areas, Unit, Unit 0, Fuel Handling and Tritium Removal
(only at Darlington), the Nuclear Operator may be required to "trouble-shoot field
problems"1.

In Ontario, a Nuclear Operator may choose to continue training and advance to become a
Major Panel Operator. Among the panel duties the Major Panel Operator must "identify
abnormal conditions and initial corrective actions" and "initiate and execute corrective
action, as per approved procedures, when out-of-limit condition or abnormal configuration
is diagnosed."1

The Major Panel Operator can continue training to become certified as a Supervising
Nuclear Operator (SNO). This individual must "initiate and/or carry out corrective actions
when an out-of-limit condition or abnormal field configuration is diagnosed" and "provide
guidance in trouble-shooting of field systems and equipment as problems arise or as directed
by the ANO (on a reactor unit) or control room SNO (on non reactor units)"1.

The Authorized Nuclear Operator (ANO) or Sr. Power Plant Operator (Sr. PPO) is
responsible for the control of a single nuclear reactor and is assisted by several field
operators. The ANO, or Sr. PPO, is responsible for the initial response to an emergency
or failure condition. The ANO must monitor system parameters and diagnose the cause of
alarms, working with the assisting field operators, other available ANOs, maintainers, and
the Shift Supervisor to determine whether the system must be placed in a safe state and
reconfigured, or that reconfiguring the system is all that is necessary.

The Control Maintainers (CM) are composite technicians who are trained and deployed to
work on any of the control and electrical systems in the nuclear facilities. These composite
trades include electrical, electronics, and instrumentation. The CM is responsible for
troubleshooting failed electrical or electronic systems and equipment and subsequently
repair or replace the damaged component.

The Mechanical Maintainers (MM) are composite tradesmen who can be trained and
deployed to work on any of the mechanical equipment, and systems in a NPP. These
composite trades include fitting, welding, and machining. The MM is required to isolate and
repair faults in the NPP in equipment such as pipes, and valves.

5.1.1.3 Instructional Objectives

None of the training centres surveyed train operators specifically to troubleshoot systems.
Troubleshooting training has been formalized to some extent for the maintenance personnel.
The centres seem to have adopted the following training objectives with respect to troubleshooting:

According to ENTC documentation (reference 1-4)
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1. To teach the trainee the fundamentals as well as finer details of system operation to
understand the dynamics of different system processes;

2. To teach the trainee to recognize "normal" operational parameters and to understand
how these parameters may change as the state of different system components
change;

3. To teach the trainee rules for system operation within "normal" and "abnormal"
system states;

4. To integrate troubleshooting rules and philosophy within the overall training
structure that will enable the person to a) recognize when a system is not operating
within "normal" parameters and to b) determine what is wrong so as to return the
system to a stable and safe condition;

5. To teach maintenance trainees troubleshooting processes that can assist in the
effective and efficient location and repair of faults once the system has been returned
to a safe state.

5.1.1.4 Troubleshooting Tasks

At Bruce, and other nuclear power plants the operators and maintainers are primarily
responsible for troubleshooting tasks. Those jobs with recognized trouble-shooting and
diagnosis skill requirements include the Assistant Technical Supervisor (engineer), the
operator, the Control Maintainer, and the Mechanical Maintainer. Shift supervisors may also
play a role in the diagnosis of a failing system, however they do not receive any additional
diagnostic skills training compared to the ANO. The primary responsibilities of the different
job families, in terms of dealing with system faults, can be summarized as follows:

JOB

Operators

Maintainers

Technical M&P

Note : this does not
maintenance

ACTIVITY

-» diagnosis -» action

-* diagnosis -*• action

-• diagnosis -* action

include non-emergency

GOAL/OUTCOME

-> system returned to a safe state

-»• sub-system returned to a
operational state

-• improved system reliability
and efficiency

diagnostics such as preventive

Operators and maintainers are responsible for diagnosing system and/or sub-system failures
and taking appropriate actions to return the system to a safe and working state. However,
diagnostic activities are also a part of the preventive maintenance program. According to
Joe McCarthy, Sr.PPOs perform various tests and trend analyses on system parameters.
Practically all systems at Darlington can be trended. At older reactors, such as Pickering and
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Bruce, only some specific parameters are trended and charted. These trends may be
indicative of component wear or miscalibration which may eventually lead to system failure.
These problems are brought to the attention of the management and professional (M&P)
and maintenance personnel.

This "preventive" diagnostic activity is performed on each shift. At the beginning of each
shift, information, usually in the form of deficiency reports (DR), is passed on from the
previous shift. The ANO then performs summary checks on key parameters to provide a
baseline for comparison throughout the shift. Detailed panel checks of all values are
required to be completed at least twice per shift. Any abnormal values are recorded and
possible causes are investigated.

Maintainers engage in regular preventive maintenance which involves troubleshooting a
system before a potential event occurs. Methods such as vibration analysis can help
troubleshoot areas of inefficiency or gradual breakdown. Maintenance personnel at
Darlington have over 100 "paper routes" on which certain equipment is scheduled for
preventive maintenance checks.

According to the training officers at Ontario Hydro, operators perform diagnosis activities
during an event. When an alarm is activated, the ANO sends a NO out to the field to
confirm the fault. Based on the control panel information and the NO's assessment of field
conditions, the operators work as a team to determine the correct course of action. Once
the abnormal condition has been controlled, a deficiency report is filled out for the
maintainers. The deficiency report contains some specifics regarding the subsystem defect
that may assist the maintainer in troubleshooting the exact source/cause of the fault. The
maintenance personnel often work independently to complete the diagnosis and repair the
fault. However, there are situations where the maintainer may require input from the
control room if the fault occurred in an especially complex system or in an area where there
is a radiation hazard.

Operators and maintainers at PLGS cooperate in a similar manner to address system
problems. According to Mr. McCarthy, if the system is placed in a safe state and
reconfigured, the Sr. PPO provides the engineers and other technical people with
information pertaining to the event. The cause of the failure is then diagnosed to determine
the repairs necessary. This process could be lengthy, though the time required will depend
on the nature of the failure.

Often the system can be kept at full power, having only to reconfigure the system so that
a back-up system can continue to operate, while the Sr. PPO and the PPOs continue to
monitor the system. The remaining diagnosis is up to the maintenance personnel. This is
done while the failed equipment is kept off-line.

PPOs typically do most of their diagnoses tasks during the routine testing and monitoring
of the system. This task must be done correctly, since overlooking tell-tale signs of
developing problems will lead to failure conditions and a possible shut-down. Also, if a test
is performed incorrectly, an unscheduled shut-down may occur.
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5.1.2 General Troubleshooting Training

Ensuring that a nuclear power plant is staffed by competent personnel begins with trainee
selection. Personnel from both the eastern and western Ontario Hydro nuclear training
centres indicated that there has never been a shortage of competent trainees. At the WNTC,
approximately 400 individuals applied for about 12 control maintenance positions. The CM
training officer had mentioned that no one has ever failed the training program, since only
the brightest, most motivated individuals are selected for training. In terms of maintenance
personnel, PLGS only selects skilled, experienced people as opposed to new high school or
college graduates. Hence, all of the trainees have conducted troubleshooting on various
systems and possess developed skills and strategies. The training they receive is contextual
and concerns learning about the functions of the NPP and the particular equipment they will
be charged with maintaining.

Selection of candidates for operator training differs significantly between PLGS and Ontario
Hydro and will be discussed later.

5.2 Similarities Among ALL Operator Training Approaches

5.2.1 General Operator Troubleshooting Training Methods

The ability to troubleshoot a system is based on solid systems knowledge. Therefore,
troubleshooting training for all operations and maintenance personnel begins with the
"Classroom" Technical and Skills training. For NB operators, this training begins in college.
This includes technical orientation involving basics such as radiation protection procedures.
This is followed by training which covers the technical aspects of the specific jobs. "Station
Systems" training teaches how things work. This includes design, operation, and procedures
fundamentals. Reactor systems theory is taught extensively to trainees in the classroom, and
includes science and equipment fundamentals. Here the trainees learn why things work by
understanding the physical phenomenon and control principles. Diagnostic skills training is
integrated with these courses and other parts of the training.

The majority of operator troubleshooting training occurs in simulator training, once the
generals have been learned. Simulator training will be discussed in greater detail in the
following sections.

5.2.2 Training Evaluation Criteria

Classroom tests of system and safety knowledge must first be passed before the trainee can
advance to simulator training. On the simulator, the most common criteria for performance
evaluation is effective completion of the task in question. Time can be used to evaluate
success, but usually is not. According to simulation training officers, the great majority of
emergencies do not require split second decision-making, therefore, correct task completion
is the main criterion. Where speed of diagnosis is necessary for a particular scenario, time
to diagnose the problem is considered to be more critical. The diagnostic process is
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informally and indirectly evaluated by noting the operator(s) choice of system parameters
called up and corrective procedures.

Following successful completion of the classroom theory and simulator testing, on-the-job
testing or "check-outs" are performed by qualified, trained personnel.

5.3 Similarities Among Operator Training at ONTARIO HYDRO

5.3.1 Training of Fundamentals

The Ontario Hydro training approach is guided by three safety assumptions:

• Operators occasionally make mistakes.
• Equipment occasionally fails.
• Designs are not always perfect.

This led to their "Defense in Depth" safety approach which incorporates Reliable Process
Systems, Reliable Safety Systems, Multiple Barriers, Competent Operating and Maintenance
Staff, and Detect & Correct Failures. The fifth level of defense is of primary interest to us
for this present study. This approach involves setting job requirements, performance
objectives, qualification requirements, selection criteria, developing training and testing
activities, upgrading/refresher training, and performance feedback.

Following the basic classroom introductory courses, trainees work through the Authorization
Training Program which includes AECB "Generals" for aspiring unit operators. Next,
"Integrated Planned Operations" training teaches specifics, often in simulation settings.
Trainees use the full-scope simulator to learn the effects of one sub-system on another. This
marks the beginning of what could be called "diagnostics" training. Trainees learn "normal"
reactor operations and then move on to Transient, Emergency Conditions. Candidates for
ANO and SOS positions receive "team training" in addition to communications training.

Two important aspects of effective troubleshooting are taught intensively. First and
foremost, system concepts are taught to trainees in all job families. Secondly, candidates
receive communications skills training at various levels depending on the job.

Though, the extensive systems training may allow for cognitive-based diagnosis of emergency
situations, it is actually a hierarchical procedure-based approach. There are the Standard
Operations Procedures which are at the bottom of this hierarchy, which include system
monitoring throughout the shift. Nonstandard Operations Procedures are performed for
different control activities such as reconfiguration of feed water supply for valve
maintenance. There is also an Abnormal Incident Manual which defines an action sequence
for a particular fault or condition. There are alarm manuals which state if you have this
alarm, these are the possible causes, go to procedure x.y.z. Potentially hazardous situations are
controlled with procedures called EOPs, Emergency Operating Procedures. At the top of
this hierarchy are the Critical Safety Parameters (CSPs). There is a procedure for checking
the CSPs which must be done during all of the aforementioned procedures. If the prescribed
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procedure is begun, but the Critical Safety Parameters are not shifting in a safe direction,
the ANO (along with NOs in the field, and other personnel in the control room) would
then need to continue diagnosing the failure based on their own knowledge of the system.

There are entry conditions into all of the above procedures which must be memorized by
the ANO. For example, any setback, or unrequested power decrease of less than 2 % is an
entry condition. Alarms in particular systems represent a specific entry condition for a
procedure to rectify the condition. Critical safety parameters are continuously monitored to
ensure that the system is moving towards a safe state.

5.3.2 Selection and Design of Instructional Methods and Tools

The simulation training attempts to create a physically, psychologically, and socially similar
operating environment. The layout similarity of annunciators, CRTs and other equipment
in simulators is maintained as current as possible. ANOs are trained to handle emergency
situations as teams. Instructors at the ENTC, for example, role play with the trainees,
assuming the identities such as Tammy Turbine, Sammy SNO, and Ricky Reactor.
Candidates must learn to check display and co-ordinate activities with others under close
to real-life conditions. Instructors sometimes role-play as "not too helpful N.O." as well,
teaching trainees to verify diagnoses with more than one indicator. In a simulation we
observed at ENTC, the trainee was exposed to a spurious malfunction. He diagnosed the
activity. Then the simulation was frozen and the instructors queried him. He reported what
he suspected was the problem (a drop in cooling water temperature), the possible causes
(eg. it may have been a simple drop in lake temperature), and what checks he did to verify
this conclusion. In this particular case, the trainee had proceeded correctly. However there
were a couple of checks he failed to make to verify his conclusion. He must learn from this
and other such scenarios before being tested to be authorized by the AECB.

Operators are tested on the simulator, for authorization and refresher training. They are
tested on a core set of most likely and most critical events. As well, up to three secondary
faults are introduced during the primary fault which will change the event scenario.

Sound and video recordings of practice and test trials are made but are not used extensively
for critiquing the candidates for several reasons. One reason is the simple fact that this takes
up more of the candidate's and the trainer's time. As well, the operators do not approve of
it since they are not protected by contract that the video will be used against them.
However, video has been done successfully in the U.S for self-critique. The instructor
demonstrates how to self-critique and then leaves it up to the operators to do this in
practice, freeing up much of his or her own time in the process. This has been met with
general approval by operators in the U.S., according to an ENTC simulation trainer, but has
not been implemented yet at Ontario Hydro.

Some part-task simulators are being used for MPO training in the area of re-fuelling and
tritium removal (Darlington only). Neither of the centres are currently using micro-
simulators for ANO training at this time.
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5.3.3 Training Validation

In order to become qualified as an operator, a trainee must pass two sets of independent
checks: by the Training Department and by Production (Shift Supervisor). The approval by
production ensures that the individual not only knows the information which has been
presented but can function effectively in the "real world" environment, troubleshooting
failures as they arise.

Other training system elements are in place to allow validation of training. Significant Event
Reports will attempt to assess root cause. Training deficiencies are brought to the attention
of the Training Committee for the specific work group. This committee involves east and
west training organizations. This feedback from routine communications may result in
refresher training for an infrequent task, for example.

5.4 Similarities Among ALL Control Maintenance Training Approaches

The training of maintenance personnel at all utilities is relatively similar. Documentation
obtained from the ENTC, "Nuclear Operations Eastern & Western Divisions Training
Program Overview", suggests that training content is virtually identical. The skills shops
visited at the ENTC and WNTC had the same equipment, with only a few exceptions. From
the telephone interviews with Syd Turner and Joe McCarthy, the maintenance training
programs at PLGS seems to be similar in most respects except that they do not offer very
basic training, because PLGS selection requirements are higher. Areas where significant
differences in a particular training program exist will be so noted. However, specific
referenced examples are also used to relate information which is common to all training
centres.

5.4.1 Training of Fundamentals

Control Maintenance (CM) personnel are usually specialized in one of three areas:
instrumentation-electrical, electrical-electronics, instrumentation-electronics. At Ontario
Hydro, of the 208 weeks of training required to obtain the level 3 designation, 140 weeks
are spent OJT and 55 weeks are spent in skills shops2. This approach seems to be
representative of other training centres. A very similar program exists at the ENTC.

All training programs at the Ontario Hydro utilities provide skills training for individuals
hoping to become certified to work in Control Maintenance. This program develops the
maintainers' day-to-day, station-specific maintenance skills. Specially trained and experienced
instructors teach diagnostic routines such as "touch, look, listen" as well as diagnostic
methods such as the split-method of troubleshooting. This method allows the trainee to
learn to analyze the input side of the circuitry first, then to tackle the output side if the fault
is found there.

According to WNTC documentation (reference 6)
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These troubleshooting routines are applied in conjunction with other axioms such as
S.T.A.R., used at WNTC, which represents the process : STOP-THINK-ACT-REVIEW.
These basic principles are taught to trainees in almost all jobs, encouraging them to
carefully assess a situation before acting and verfiying that the expected outcome has been
achieved. This S.T.A.R. policy is relatively new, therefore it is not possible to know if
presenting the assessment and confirmation approach in this manner has made a positive
impact on behaviour. The PLGS (below) and Kepner Tregoe (see section 4.4) also teach
a similar approach but under a different name.

Although the maintainers that are selected for training are already experienced tradesmen,
troubleshooting skills are still reinforced. Usually, the troubleshooting theory training is
integrated with other specific training activity such as the Troubleshooting Compressors
course at PLGS. The WNTC, however does offer a course, Logical Troubleshooting, which
teaches the fundamentals of electronic troubleshooting. The following excerpt from WNTC
documentation describes the troubleshooting approach generally used at all utilities:

"One of the most important and perhaps most difficult things you must do is to adopt
an unbiased, investigative attitude. Each decision you make must be based solely on
proven facts.

Avoid relying on previous experience. The fact that a particular component has failed
once does not justify replacing it now.

However, if a particular component has a history of high incidence of failure, it
would be wise to test it early in the procedure..."

According to trainers at PLGS, successful troubleshooting is built upon a solid
foundation of "correct operation of test required by the procedure -
ACTION/SYSTEM RESPONSE/VERIFICATION/NEXT ACTION and so OIL This
approach is similar to that used at Ontario Hydro, with maintainers performing
preventive "monitoring" and maintenance.
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6.0 DETAILED COMPARISON OF ALL FINDINGS

The findings of the North American survey and literature review are compared with findings
of the Canadian nuclear industry survey in detail in this section, and recommendations are
given in section 5.0. Each of the following sections represent the major findings of the
research. The first set of findings deals with the troubleshooting task and the state-of-the-art
in troubleshooting and support for the troubleshooting task. The second set of findings
discusses training. These include problems that exist in the present training programs, issues
of importance to successful training, and new directions for training in troubleshooting.

MAIN ISSUES IN TROUBLESHOOTING AND TROUBLESHOOTING TRAINING

The Troubleshooting Task and Associated Tasks
Cognitive Issues of Troubleshooting
Job-specific Troubleshooting/Diagnostic Tasks
Troubleshooting Styles and Approaches
Procedures-based vs. Cognitive-based Troubleshooting
Effect of Communications on Troubleshooting Efficiency and Effectiveness
Modelling of Troubleshooting Behaviour
Use of Computerized Decision Aids and Manual Job Aids

Troubleshooting Training Issues
Support of Management for Training
Use of Subject Matter Experts (SME)
Selection of Training Program Content

Context-specific vs. Context-generic Training
Training for Preventive Diagnostics
Refresher Training

Selection of Training Program Location and Environment
On-the-Job Training
Embedded Training Systems

Selection of Interactive Training Media
Full-scope Simulation
Part-task Simulation
Computer-based Instruction

Measurement of Training Program Effectiveness
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6.1 The Troubleshooting Task

6.1.1 Cognitive Issues of Troubleshooting Behaviour

The understanding of what constitutes good trouble-shooting behaviour and how the
behaviour operates within complex systems, is critical to determining the training required
to produce good diagnosticians. The modelling of diagnostic behaviour has been attempted
by many, though Rasmussen (1981; 1986) appears to be the recognized authority. Others
involved in modelling the cognitive behaviour required for diagnosing problems in systems
are represented in Rasmussen and Rouse (1981). This collection of papers provides an
excellent over-view of the roots to modern thinking on diagnostic behaviour in human
operators and maintainers. Reason (1990) adds to this literature in his book Human Error.
He describes very well the limits of human thinking and the strategies that humans use to
reduce data to a manageable level. The model of the human as a logical information
processor yields to the reality that humans must use experience and heuristic rules to enable
them to comprehend complex situations.

Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) clearly expose the fallacy that humans act like computers in
their decision-making process. They do concede that humans use a logical, analytic approach
to problem-solving while learning skills as a novice. However, as the diagnostician progresses
to an experienced expert, the learner increasingly uses rule-based heuristics and pattern-
based knowledge to solve problems. Hence, decisions are made more quickly, with greater
confidence and in a more holistic manner. The downside of this process is that errors may
occur due to a mismatch between past experience and acquired biases with conditions that
are dissimilar to past conditions.

Rasmussen (1986) describes the evolution of the novice to expert in his discussion of
skill/rule/knowledge-based decision-making. Knowledge-based learning initiates the
development of a skill, like trouble-shooting. The information from this knowledge-based
learning evolves into rules that define the necessary actions and goals of the trouble-
shooting process. Finally the rules evolve into automatic actions in response to a particular
pattern of symptoms. Novel situations may demand a change from rule-based behaviour to
that of knowledge-based when rules seem inappropriate or inadequate to determine failure
cause. Similarly, skill may result in incorrect response from the system, indicating that the
fault is uncharacteristic. The operator/maintainer must then find some other means of
determining the cause of the fault, through either analysis using knowledge of the system
or by following some other set of rules (procedures) designed to track down the fault.

Mental models are recognized as an important aspect of troubleshooting behaviour.
Experienced operators and maintainers have developed expectations of the system's
behaviour into mental models which they use to diagnose abnormalities, enabling them to
make short-cuts or "intuitive leaps" from a pattern of symptoms to a solution. Novices have
not developed a model that is as complete or sophisticated; and rely primarily on procedures
and physical job aids to diagnose system failures. These short-cuts could dramatically
increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the diagnosis. However, these intuitive leaps
could also lead to problems when the expert operator or maintainer jumps to conclusions
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based on information that does not quite conform to the mental model, subconsciously
ignoring information that does not fit the model of the system while disproportionately
emphasizing information that does conform. Further discussion of the use of mental models
in process operators is provided by Bainbridge (1989).

Reason (1990) uses Rasmussen and Rouse's skill/rule/knowledge-based behaviour model
to represent the process of error production during diagnostic tasks. The response of the
operator to employ a procedure for a particular failure situation involves rule-based
behaviour. Knowledge-based behaviour is used by the diagnostician as a last report when
all of the procedures fail to identify the cause of the failure. Similarly, the application of an
incorrect procedure because it worked for a similar situation in the past is a rule-based
mistake.

The difficult job of trying to analyze a failed system when procedures or rules can not offer
a solution often can lead to errors in judgement. According to Reason the "strong-but-
wrong" response to failure conditions is common to both the rule-and knowledge-based
approach to diagnosis. The temptation to apply the wrong procedure is sometimes over-
powering when the symptom pattern is similar to past conditions. Also, when known
procedures and practices are not appropriate to a novel situation, the temptation to recall
and apply an inappropriate rule, procedure or practice may win over.

Therefore, it is important for novices and especially experts to verify all diagnoses before
acting. This may not be done all of the time in the field because of real or perceived social
and organizational incentives for solving the problem immediately. Refresher training is
used, in part, to remind expert operators that they should carefully confirm all diagnoses.
Scenarios which seem obvious to the operators at first often lead them to make a quick but
wrong decision. This is often a humbling experience for the operator if he/she does not
verify the diagnosis. Another way to reduce the likelihood of these errors by experts may
be to proceduralize the verification process, assuring that everyone does it all the time
before acting.

Recently the Canadian nuclear industry has adopted a policy aimed at situations where a
system fault cannot be identified, and is critical to system safety. The first operatoi must
follow a rule-based procedure that places the system into a safe state (partial or full shut-
down). In other words, if neither an understanding of the system nor following standard
practice will point the operator to the correct response, then the operator must follow a set
procedure developed for a system shut-down. The result may involve millions of dollars lost
in power production. More importantly, this action may save the plant, personnel and the
public from serious hazard.

Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) define five stages of development that occur in learning as a
person moves from novice to expert. The five stages are:

• Novice - instruction and acquisition of knowledge
• Advanced beginner - rule usage is developing
• Competence - rule usage very well-developed but sometimes used out of context
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• Proficiency - all rules applied in proper context - aware of the environment with
less energy spent on the task at hand

• Expert - decisions are made without need for rules - response is based on a
holistic appraisal of the situation rather than on piecemeal data

The training of trouble-shooting skills will follow a pattern similar to what Rasmussen and
Dreyfus and Dreyfus have described. Hence, training programs will need to recognize this
evolutionary process.

6.1.2 Job-specific Troubleshooting Tasks

The style of fault diagnosis used by an operator of a system and that of the maintainer of
the system may be qualitatively different. Johnson and Maddox (1986) found differences in
the way operations and maintenance personnel performed on computer-based
troubleshooting training systems, and in the transfer of skills to the actual equipment.
Maintenance personnel made more errors in diagnosis, called up more information to aid
in the diagnosis and took longer to find the fault than did operators. Operators did better,
presumably because they had a more developed knowledge of the systems fluctuations, and
were more familiar with computers.

The study by Johnson and Maddox (1986) did not effectively account for differences in
operator and maintainer background. Rasmussen (1986) described the different strategies
used by maintenance technicians compared to those of operators. Rasmussen recognized
that the knowledge base, initial training and nature of the failures handled by the
maintenance technician, are all qualitatively different from those of the operator. Operators
receive more training in plant theory and the functional relationships of equipment and
subsystems. They spend more time training on simulator-based training systems. Their on-
the-job training consists of a lengthier apprenticeship period.

These differences influence the way operators and maintainers approach failure conditions.
The maintainer typically uses context-based rules to find a fault. If the rules do not solve the
problem, the maintainer usually begins to hunt for the fault using no particular strategy
(Duncan, 1987).

According to Rasmussen (1986) experienced operators will view the failure condition as a
functional failure first. Thus they will not immediately expect the failure to be in a particular
piece of equipment. Though they may have a hunch that certain equipment may be at fault,
they will consider the functional relationships in the system first, before identifying a specific
piece of equipment. If the usual rules that are consistent with the functional conditions do
not allow the operator to locate the fault, a topographic search of other functional
relationships is carried out. This topographical search (described below) allows the operator
to narrow down the possible causes of the failure (Embry, 1986).
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6.1.3 Trouble-shooting Styles and Approaches

Rasmussen describes three types of search strategies used for trouble-shooting (1986):

• Functional Search Strategy
- symptom-based
- top down approach - direction determined from symptom function
- based on good/bad judgements
- knowledge of system functions and relationships is used in search

• Topographical Search Strategy
- based on actual test points
- linear, logical sequence of good/bad judgements
- bottom up approach - direction determined from hardware/software item that
may be affected - no concern for function or functional relationships

• Evaluative Search Strategy
- analytical approach - greater examination of the system parameters
- based on observed effects of the fault on the system rather than a given set of
symptoms - nature of the fault is considered
- use of a mental model of the system

These strategies are adopted to determine where a fault has occurred in the system. Hence
the operator or maintainer attempts to isolate the fault to a single entity. Which strategy to
choose depends on the diagnostician's training, experience and understanding of the system.
The "expert" will have various rules and proven procedures at his/her disposal. A functional
search will be used in cases where familiarity with the symptoms occurs. Novel situations
where the symptom patterns are unfamiliar will cause the expert to adopt a more analytical
approach as is necessary. The expert will be forced to examine the systems parameters and
the nature of the fault in greater detail. The operator/maintainer, who is still learning, will
be more comfortable with a topographical search where a point-to-point test of the system
can be performed. However, for novel situations a functional strategy may be used.

Since the topographical search is more robust it would seem that maintenance
troubleshooters would do well to adopt this approach. From a maintainers point of view this
type of search would cost too much time for most of the failures they experience. Hence,
there is a reluctance to learn this type of search strategy. Operators, however, are faced with
many situations where the topographical search strategy is useful and more efficient.

Discussion of troubleshooting tasks in the nuclear industry must be done in the context of
a particular job. The tasks performed by operators and maintainers are obviously different.
The approach to troubleshooting, as well as troubleshooting training, is also different. As
mentioned earlier, the operators are concerned with diagnosing the type of fault in order
to determine which procedures must be applied to return the reactor to a safe state.
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Maintainers will receive any specifics from the operator and troubleshoot the specific fault
to determine the actions required to return the system or sub-system to an operational state.

6.1.4 Procedures-based vs. Cognitive-based Troubleshooting

The research carried out by Shepherd et al. (1977) and others described in Morris and
Rouse (1985) demonstrate the stronger role of the training of rules (algorithmic or heuristic)
in effectively improving performance in troubleshooting process systems. However, it is the
opinion of these authors that combining training in the knowledge of the system and training
in the use of rules for diagnostic strategies, is optimum.

Mr. Price discussed the effectiveness and the weaknesses with a purely procedures-based
troubleshooting approach. He stated that a more effective approach usually includes both
procedures and learned strategies used in combination to do the troubleshooting task. Many
researchers have shown that for some diagnostic tasks procedures can speed up the process
and reduce error (Duncan, 1987). However, Duncan (1987) warns that the use of procedures
is extremely limited in its application. The operator or maintainer must be able to recognize
when the procedure is appropriate and when it is not. The initial diagnosis that leads to the
application of procedures-based troubleshooting is crucial to success. The maintainer or
operator must have the level of experience and adequate knowledge of the system, to
recognize what procedure is appropriate to any given situation. Sometimes the situation is
unfamiliar and standard procedures cannot be used. The use of knowledge-based cognitive
approaches that stress strategies for problem-solving, are more appropriate for unrecognized
malfunctions.

Another common problem with procedures, according to Mr. Tom Robus, is developing
procedures with assumptions of user knowledge designed into the procedure. Operator or
maintainer certification is not a guarantee that the user will possess the required knowledge
to understand and effectively use the procedure. Procedures development must be closely
linked with the selection process to so that human resources personnel know the minimum
knowledge and skill base required for the job. Even then, procedures will only be reliable
if they are clearly presented without assumptions of trainees' systems knowledge.

The major disadvantage of the procedural approach to troubleshooting is the inflexibility of
the technique. The technique tends to lead the technician to the failed part without allowing
the use of thoughtful diagnosis. This situation is acceptable for those failures that are clearly
recognizable as a familiar category of faults. For novel, unrecognized failures, procedural
troubleshooting is slow, inefficient, and can be very unsafe. Mr. Price described situations
in the defense and nuclear industries where maintainers hastily followed a procedure to
correct a malfunction, only to find that the part they replaced was not the cause of the
malfunction. He agreed with the approach suggested by many other researchers that careful
analysis of the situation must preclude the adoption of a procedure.

Mr. Price indicated that procedures for maintenance tasks, particularly for troubleshooting,
are problematic in most U.S. NPPs. Many procedures are out of date and no longer apply
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to the existing equipment. The readability of many are, at best, poor. The lack of standard
formats and consistency also degrades usefulness.

Mr. Price said that there is a recognized need in the nuclear industry for improved standards
for procedures, and attention to detail and accuracy. He said that validation of procedures
should be a requirement. The procedures should be updated as equipment changes are
made and should always reflect the current design. The procedures also must account for
changes in plant configuration, which may change more than once in a day. Often, daily
maintenance takes equipment off-line for repair or recalibration etc. and may involve many
pieces of equipment.

The delivery of the procedures in electronic form is a solution that has worked elsewhere
(USAF, U.S. Army, U.S. Navy). Mr. Price described a computerized procedures system used
by the U.S. Air Force. Computer-based documentation and data bases that provide the
latest up-to-date procedures and data on equipment (spares, repair history, etc.) provide the
maintainer with the tools necessary to attain peak troubleshooting performance. The
methods exist and have been field tested.

Mr. Price emphasized that the maintenance technician must have the discipline to use the
electronic system properly. Information used to assist in the field must be obtained
immediately prior to the repair action. Therefore, the technician must use the
troubleshooting procedure that is currently in the electronic data base, not a print-out one
that may be months old.

According to Mr. Price, electronically-based procedure systems will be different than their
paper-based counter-part. The use of flexible relationships between graphics and text,
animation, dynamic colour, window facilities etc. provide unique opportunities to combine
information in many ways. Also, information can be portrayed through many different
media. For example, Mr. Price suggested that the description of the procedure can be
accompanied by a video actually showing a sequence of steps, on the computer screen,
inside a window beside the text. The user can control video speed, window sizes and position
etc. Hence, the design of computer-based procedures systems requires a different set of
requirements than a paper-based system. Such a system is under development by Petro-
Canada.

In Canadian NPPs, practically all activity in the control room, including diagnostic activity,
is proceduralized. Emergency situations are diagnosed and rectified usually with approved
procedures. The ENTC even has procedures for setting up the "team" for diagnosing and
correcting abnormal incidents. But the wealth of operating procedures may be misleading
since the operator must use monitoring and diagnostic skills to define the type of fault if it
is not immediately apparent. The type of fault and state of the reactor represent entry
conditions to an emergency operating procedure (EOP). Therefore, operators must use both
cognitive-based and procedures-based troubleshooting. Procedure-based troubleshooting
may be applied in most abnormal or emergency conditions once the condition has been
identified and verified, using cognitive-based techniques.
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6.1.5 Effect of Communications on Troubleshooting Efficiency and Effectiveness

Mr. Price stressed the importance of effective communications in the plant. This includes
communications between personnel in operations and maintenance, as well as between
personnel on the shop floor and management. Often the diagnosis of failures involves
teamwork. The cooperation of operators and maintenance staff during the diagnosis of a
system level failure requires good communications. Mr. Price described many situations
where inadequate communications led to plant failure or compromised personnel safety. The
inability of the operator to properly hear the maintainer, who may be located in a
particulary noisy part of the plant, can lead to inefficiencies and errors. Unclear instruction
or information can make the task of troubleshooting difficult, and sometimes unsafe. Certain
physical checks or inspections of equipment to confirm a failed condition, may require that
the maintainer be given the go ahead by the operator, before attaching test equipment,
turning a valve or switch, or moving close to equipment to observe the condition. The
removal of electrical power, stored mechanical energy, or other hazard may be the
responsibility of the operator. The maintainer, therefore, must be able to establish, clearly,
when it is safe to proceed. Poor conditions for communications may occur either through
physical interference (noise, poor communications equipment) or as a result of procedural
inadequacies (lack of cooperation, unclear procedures, poor training).

Mr. Price recommended that communications can be improved by better adherence to
procedure; or by better feedback in the form of status information supplied at the site of
maintenance (e.g. -a meter, display or status lights indicating equipment status). Also, a
headset, rather than a handset for the phone can reduce the problem of noise interference.
Constant communication between the operator and the maintainer will improve the ability
of the operator to coordinate his/her actions with those of the maintainer.

More information supplied at the site of the failed equipment will facilitate the
troubleshooting task and will reduce the chances of unsafe actions. The maintainer should
be able to determine the configuration of the system at any time. This means having the
capability to access some of the control room information from a remote location.

In order to actually assess the effect of communications on troubleshooting effectiveness,
the quality of communications activity must be first assessed. This would be very difficult to
do objectively. However, it is a valid assumption that a diagnosis is only as valid as the
information supplied, including information from other personnel. Communications is
recognized as an important part of plant operations at the Ontario Hydro facilities. The
trainers at the ENTC firmly believe in the importance of communications and teamwork in
troubleshooting, training operators to co-ordinate the diagnosis effort with other ANOs, the
Shift Supervisor, field operators and maintenance during emergency situations. They teach
a team and communications module for new hires, but teamwork is also taught in refresher
training and advancement training. Unfortunately, the AECB authorization testing involves
testing the operator in isolation from certain aspects of the "team" environment, causing a
greater degree of artificiality to the testing. This inevitably affects the training provided in
the latter stages of authorization training.
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At PLGS, communications are recognized as important training components. However,
training for communications skills is only developing now. The new full-scope simulator has
only recently been implemented, and therefore has not been fully utilized for certain specific
skills training.

6.1.6 Modelling of Troubleshooting Behaviour

Modelling can help trainers develop course material and training methods. Dr. Hall of the
USAF training research and development canter in San Antonio, Texas, indicated three
areas for such advanced methods for developing effective training systems. These areas are:

• methods for modelling the cognitive activities that experts employ during
troubleshooting training;

• methods for identifying and teaching generalized skills and learning; and

• methods for teaching skills and knowledge in context of their use: ie. providing
"situated" context practice.

It is Dr. Hall's belief that these methods will accelerate the process for troubleshooting
training. This acceleration will reduce the operating costs of training and reduce the time
necessary to carry out the training.

One way to develop models to support this process is through cognitive task analysis. This
method can be used to determine the cognitive tasks performed by the maintenance
technicians. This information can be used to model the technician's diagnostic behaviour.
The model can be used for the development of the performance measures, training tasks,
and training criteria. The technique that this group has adopted is referred to as the PARI
task analysis (Precursor Action Result Interpretation).

Dr. Hall mentioned that the PARI task analysis has been used to develop the electronic
tutoring systems described in section 4.3. The results of the task analysis provided data for
comparison between the manner in which experienced troubleshooters diagnosed problems,
to that of inexperienced novices. The advisor part of these tutors were modelled after the
experienced troubleshooter's behaviour. Also, most of the suggestions for improving
strategies and diagnostic performance were derived from the results of the PARI cognitive
task analysis.

The PARI data also allowed the developers of the tutoring systems to recognize progression
in learning. Points in the training, at which marked improvement in performance occurred,
were evident in the PARI data. Such improvement points occurred, for example, when
novices improved their mental model of the failure condition, and acted according to
intuitive leaps, leading to more efficient diagnostic strategies. This is a milestone in the
learning process.

More about the PARI cognitive task analysis is described in the annotated bibliography for
Hall et al. (1990).
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Modelling complex behaviours such as troubleshooting is a controversial issue among
trainers and human factors experts. Dr. Muckler, and others in the literature such as Dreyfus
& Dreyfus (1986), and Reason (1990) have all questioned the claims that troubleshooting
behaviour can be modelled adequately for establishing training requirements. Many
researchers also have suggested that a good standard cognitive task analysis method does
not yet exist (Muckler & Seven, 1992; Moray, per. comm; Bainbridge, 1989). Dr. Muckler
cautioned that most cognitive approaches to task analysis do not capture information on all
of the important cognitive behavioural elements. The subjective manner in which this type
of data is collected, presents many problems with validity and reliability of the data. The
methods are sensitive to environmental conditions, the subject's mental state, and the
interviewer/analyst's ability to control the line of questioning. Furthermore, Dr. Muckler
pointed out that the interpretation of results is somewhat subjective. Reliability, being a
function of the analyst's experience and understanding of the method, may be variable.

Currently, cognitive modelling is not used for training development in Canadian nuclear
industries. One training officer interviewed expressed the opinion that great variations
between individuals and job circumstances would make any model too complex to be useful.
General models for each job can be developed, though they will need to be modified
according to each scenario represented. This has to be done for pilots, for instance (Currey,
1985). Other discussions of cognitive task analysis include Muckler & Seven (1992), Roth
& Woods (1989), Rasmussen (1986) and Purcell (1990).

6.1.7 Use of Computerized Decision Aids and Manual Job Aids

Job Performance Aids (JPA) come in many different forms from paper-based booklets to
complex computerized expert systems. All can improve the ability of the operator or
maintainer to perform diagnostic tasks when confronted with a failure. According to Mr.
Price the major strength of the JPA is that it provides advice to the troubleshooter. If the
advice does not seem appropriate the user can ignore it. He warns, however, that this
requires that the user be well-trained and knowledgable in the use of the JPA. This includes
a great deal of practice in various situations and failure conditions.

New portable methods for electronic job performance aids make it possible for the
technician to have access to the latest information right out of the data base while at the
site of the repair. This approach, as tested by the U.S. Air Force (e.g. Integrated
Maintenance Information System) including a Portable Maintenance Aid (PMA), reduces
errors, time to diagnose faults, cost of down-time, and false remove-replace actions (R.
Johnson, W.R. Link, D. Mason, J. Brown 1987-1990).

Mr. Price indicated that the use of JPA's in the form of easy-to-read, well-illustrated
booklets (containing simple, straightforward line drawings, and clear procedural instructions)
that can be taken to the site of the repair, has proven to be highly successful. Such JPAs for
troubleshooting faults can vastly improve the maintainer's ability to locate the fault. Caution
must be exercised, however, since the JPA is solely based on procedures that are not
flexible. Other means may be necessary if a failure condition occurs that is not covered by
the procedure. This fact must be clearly recognized by the maintainer.
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Paper-based JPAs in the control room may be beneficial. However, the diagnostic tasks
typically found in the control room often require more action than just following a
procedure. A set of guiding rules or a system diagram can, however, help the operator
formulate an approach and strategy.

A growing number of computerized decision aid systems are available to the process
industries (see Bernard & Washio, 1989 for an extensive list). Some of these systems are
simply a computerized set of procedures with graphics and animation. These can be used
as a job aid where portable workstations can be used to attach to a network. Others are
sophisticated expert systems that can advise the operator during critical operations and
diagnoses.

Petro-Canada has put all of their procedures for maintenance and operations on a computer
data base system. This system is HyperText-based and allows the user to easily access any
procedure. Each procedure is accompanied by the appropriate graphics, drawings etc., as
well as in some cases, animation to illustrate system flows and other dynamics.

Dr. Muckler is well aware that the move to computerize the information used by
maintainers to troubleshoot the system has not been without problems. For example, he
pointed out that procedures require updates from time to time, reflecting changes in
equipment or other procedural inadequacies. The usual way to update the procedures is to
replace pages with more up-to-date information. Often this step is not carried out.
Computerizing the process has been thought to be one way to "improve" this situation.

Petro-Canada found that when they put the maintenance procedures on the computer,
maintainers were printing the procedures and keeping them in a binder. They were using
these procedures, that were often out of date, when they required information for
troubleshooting a malfunction. This caused some problems where equipment had been
modified or the procedure was not verified. Petro-Canada discouraged the practice of
keeping out-dated information and increased the availability of computers for the
maintainers to access the latest information. Hence, maintainers were more likely to use the
most recent version of a procedure.

Another approach to computer-based maintenance support has been adopted by the U.S.
Air Force. This system is called the Integrated Maintenance Information System (IMIS).
This system provides the maintainer access to: diagnostic support (with Portable
Maintenance Aid [PMA] capability); up-to-date maintenance procedures; historical technical
information on equipment (repair history etc.); systems configuration information (block
diagrams, process flow etc.); and information on spares supply and availability.

The operator of a NPP could take advantage of a computerized set of procedures since
his/her information is mostly computer-based. Research in Taiwan (Cheng and Hwang,
1991; Hwang and Cheng, 1992) has shown that graphical information displays are an
effective aid to troubleshooting diagnosis. Research by Brooke et al. (1983) supports the
theory that providing graphical aids improves fault diagnosis tasks. The use of graphical aids
in paper form has been a standard in the process industries. Putting this information on the
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computer is merely the next logical step. The use of graphical displays and diagrams to pin-
point the location of failures has been investigated by various researchers (Carrera et al.,
1991; Holmstrom & Nelson, 1990; Enestad et al., 1992). The results of this research support
the use of graphics to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of operator tasks.

Operators and maintainers of Canadian NPPs often make use of job aids. Operators have
access to paper-based procedures and information displayed on the CRTs in the control
room. Other information showing graphical representations and status of plant systems can
be used by operators to diagnose malfunctions. These information systems represent a form
of computer-based job aids.

Maintainers also have paper-based information in the form of blue prints and "owner-
manuals" from suppliers. The Surrogatour, a PC-based interactive photo disc, with hundreds
of photos of the interior of a reactor vault, can be a useful tool for locating equipment in
the reactor vault. It allows maintainers to virtually walk through the vault using a joystick
to choose the direction of movement and view point in training or before entering the "hot"
environment to perform a diagnosis/repair task. Maintainers at the Darlington NPP used
a computerized system to detect abnormal vibrations in equipment. This preventive measure
allowed maintenance to identify what piece of equipment was due for replacement. Some
critical equipment monitored automatically.

6.1.7.1 Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems

An advancement that is showing promise for computerized process control systems is the
use of expert systems to support the operator and maintainer. These systems either advise
the operator/maintainer, or they will perform the functions of the operator unless over-
ridden by the operator. This approach is attractive for automated systems where the
operator is not always in the loop. The expert system offers a means of getting the required
information to the operator, enabling him/her to get back in the loop. The expert system
can update the operator and provide a summary of the sequence of failures, with a proposed
failure cause and corrective action.

Mr. Price noted that the use of artificial intelligence (AI) and expert systems in the nuclear
power plant environment "requires consideration of the soft human factors issues such as
trust, confidence, and credibility, if user acceptance is to be realized" (Price, per. comm.).
Dr. Muckler pointed to the experience gained in the design of the new "glass cockpit" and
its attendant high levels of automation, as a good source of information on how to keep the
operator in the loop. The methods used for these systems to instill, in the pilot, a level of
trust and confidence in these systems, can be applied to the nuclear power plant control
room. If the operator does not believe what the automated system, and its expert system
advisor is reporting, then the system operation will be degraded.
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Dr. Muckler cautioned against the wholesale adoption of AI methods. He warned that some
AI methods are too automated and push the human out of the control loop. Forcing the
operator out of the control loop degrades the operator's ability to recover the system
manually. Hence, if the failure condition reduces the capability of the automated systems,
the operator may not be able to prevent any unsafe conditions. Dr. Muckler is very sceptical
about the success of expert systems in replacing the operator. The utility of "expert systems"
for troubleshooting is dependent on the degree to which the human remains in the decision
loop. Expert systems that automatically diagnose the system and make adjustments or take
action on their own, without operator intervention/interaction, compromise the operator's
ability to perform his/her job. Until fully automated systems can operate safely without any
operator supervision, visibility into the troubleshooting process will be necessary. Mr. John
Bond, Simulator Training Superintendent for the WNTC, supports the view that automated
control systems reduces the operators ability to see problems.

Many experts (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1986; Perrow, 1984; and Reason, 1990) believe that the
machine that will be considered to be absolutely free of error will only be possible if it is
built by another machine that is considered absolutely free of error. The process for evolving
such a machine does not yet exist, and will likely be a very complex, lengthy and pain-
staking task. For now humans will be involved in the design and development of automated
machines, and their proneness to errors, no matter how few, still leaves automated systems
with some level of unreliability. Hence, it is necessary to allow humans to be available to
recover system errors made by the automated component. Dr. Muckler stated that, to his
knowledge, no expert system exists that can be trusted with the control of any complex
system without the support of human supervision and a means of human intervention if
things go wrong.

6.2 Troubleshooting Training Issues

Kinkade (1988), Goldstein (1986), Meister (1985), and many others have concluded that the
most cost effective and successful means of providing training involves a systematic
approach. This approach has been called the Systematic Approach to Training (SAT),
Instructional Systems Development (ISD) or Performance-Based Training. The main
element of this approach is the use of careful front-end analysis to determine the
performance gap between the experienced expert and the inexperienced novice. This gap
represents the material required for the training program.

Mr. Price has been involved in helping utilities develop an SAT approach. He said that the
Institute for Nuclear Power Operators (INPO) is a major player in the development of
training approaches for the nuclear power industry in the U.S. INPO has adopted the ISD
approach for the licensee training. Mr. Price indicated that some licensees have followed
INPO's approach for training effectively and successfully (those that used General Physics
to develop the training systems, for example, received expert help that was effective).
Others, however, did as little as possible, and hired people who were inexperienced, to set
up the training system. The resulting training systems were not adequate. It is instructive to
note that the contractor hired to set up the training system should demonstrate an ability
to fully understand the SAT process.
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The Ontario Hydro training system has been developed based on the INPO training
accreditation model. It uses some of the performance measures, instructional approaches
and analytic components of the INPO system. But Ontario Hydro has not adopted the INPO
system completely, stating that it is too inflexible. For example, OH finds that too much time
is required to perform all of the analyses suggested for all jobs. Some critical areas deserve
full treatment, but others do not.

The performance-based training approach requires that a verified set of tasks and their
associated performance criteria be established. The training system will include a set of tests
or interactive exercises based on a performance model, that will both practice and test the
trainee. This can be accomplished through performance trials (check-outs) on mock-ups,
simulators or actual equipment; or by part-task simulation combined with computer-based
instruction. Practice and learning can also be carried out during on-the-job training (OJT),
though this should be done following practice on simulators, mock-ups, or CBI systems. Dr.
Muckler pointed out that often the value of the training is not clearly evident by on-the-job
performance evaluation by the supervisor.

Dr. Muckler prescribes to the participation of equipment vendors and system subcontractors
in verifying the validity of the training content. Further verification of the training system
can be obtained from the participation of SMEs. The development of course material and
verification of diagnostic tasks can be facilitated by the participation of representatives from
the manufacturer of equipment or subsystems, in conjunction with the training team. SMEs
who are specialists in the repair of specific equipment or subsystems can help the training
team develop and validate content.

The training of maintenance contractors used to do maintenance at facilities also requires
attention by the utilities. Ideally, the utility should put the contractor's personnel through
the utility's own training program. This means that the contractor can use only utility-trained
personnel at the utility. This training must be specific to the utility in question.

6.2.1 Support of Management for Training

Dr. Muckler (per. comm.) and other sources such as Kinkade (1988) agree that NPP
management must be more cognizant of the problems posed by poor diagnostic performance
by operators and maintainers. They should recognize the cost-effectiveness of good
diagnostic performance in reducing outages, damage to equipment and compromised safety.
Management must realize that operator and maintainer training is a major requirement for
every nuclear power plant. Adequate resources must be made available for effective training.
The costs of not being able to locate faults in an effective and efficient manner far outweigh
the costs of training in good fault diagnosis behaviour. Studies carried out by researchers
(Bento. 1989; Goodman & DiPalo, 1991; Kameda & Kabetani, 1989; Richards et al., 1990)
indicate that effective training can reduce human error. Improved methods for training
operators and maintainers to troubleshoot systems and to use effective procedures will
ensure that slips and misdiagnoses will be minimized. Further to this, training of personnel
to be responsible for maintenance, operational and safety aspects of the equipment will
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improve non-diagnostic types of operating and maintenance performance. It will reduce the
attitude that operators and maintainers have little control over the process.

Many trainers find that the best way to increase their effectiveness in the company is
through the adoption of Total Quality Management programs. This way management
becomes committed to improving all aspects of inputs to quality, including training. Eli Lilly,
for example, has adopted the TQM approach and as a consequence, has realized that the
training programs must be further developed, if TQM is to be effective. Other similar
programs exist, that have training as a major component. For example, Petro-Canada has
adopted the international Loss Control Five Star Program that encourages improved quality
assurance and reduced wastage.

Training is recognized as a major overhead cost within the Nuclear Generating Division of
Ontario Hydro, and indeed, the philosophy and policy of top management will impact upon
the quantity, and possibly, the quality of the training initiatives. Though the upper
managements at Ontario Hydro and New Brunswick Power were not interviewed, there
appeared to be general agreement among training superintendents that management was
fairly supportive of all training activities. For small plants, some problems in staffing of
training personnel may arise since this involves pulling an experienced operator (or
maintainer) from the plant where he or she is also needed, but this does not represent a
serious conflict.

Some managers of complex systems believe that automating the process to remove the
possibility of "human error" is the solution to all training and reliability problems. This
concept can be detrimental to any advances in troubleshooting training. As stated earlier,
until machines can do all of the design itself perfectly, we are unlikely to achieve the goal
of absolute reliability that we require.

6.2.2 Use of Subject Matter Experts fSME)

Mr. Price indicated that in the past there has been a reliance on subject matter experts
(SMEs) to provide most of the subjective data used to develop training systems. They have
even been called upon to provide most of the information used for the development of
training programs. Some SMEs have been made trainers simply because they "knew the job
better than anyone else". Dr. Muckler praises Subject Matter Experts stating that they
provide valuable information regarding job practices, important task data (alternative
procedures, cognitive tasks, cautionary information), and performance criteria (Connelly et
al., 1991).

However, SMEs are not trainers, generally. Some can and have been trained to be trainers,
and have been effective in this capacity. Generally they do not make good trainers without
the proper training themselves. Dr. Muckler also cautions that SMEs cannot be expected
to provide technical recommendations for the most appropriate and cost effective techniques
for training. SMEs normally do not know enough about modern instructional technology.
Their preferences for specific training techniques should be carefully considered, but those
preferences do not provide a solid basis for designing the training system. Competent
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training analysts and specialists must be present and providing technically sound
recommendations and principles.

Dr. Muckler added that SMEs must deal with concepts at the level of the trainee. Hence,
a good SME/trainer will possess the ability to do this or will need special training to
develop this skill. Often their long-term experience has removed them from the knowledge
base upon which the trainee must rely, hence refresher training in theory may be necessary.

Canadian NPPs also rely greatly on subject matter experts for troubleshooting training and
evaluation. Trainers are selected from experienced operators or maintainers from the plant
and provided with instructor training. Training exercises are designed and developed by
these subject matter experts. Evaluation is often a subjective assessment of the trainee's
knowledge and ability. For example, the ANO candidates at the ENTC are evaluated on
simulation performance in the following eight areas:

1. Knowledge and Understanding
2. Monitoring
3. Initial Actions
4. Diagnosis/Decision-Making
5. Procedural Compliance
6. Familiarity with Panels and Resources
7. Communications Skills
8. Teamwork.

Candidates are simply assessed as satisfactory or unsatisfactory for each of the eight
evaluation areas by the SME/trainer.

6.2.3 Selection of Training Program Content

6.2.3.1 Context-specific vs. Context-generic Training

The transfer of fault diagnosis skills from one system to another, such as from a simulated
example system to an actual system has been examined by researchers (Patrick & Haines,
1988; Patrick et al., 1989). This research indicates that the use of computer-based training
systems can be effective in preparing the trainee for successful performance on an actual
system. This type of context-free training develops skills in diagnosis that can be applied to
any system. Hence, a strategy is developed whereby the trainee learns to understand the
system at hand, develops some rules for diagnosis, then develops a strategy for dealing with
faults that do not conform to the rules. This type of process is demonstrated in the work of
Marshall et al. (1981b).

Generic training (training that can be applied to many different environments and
equipment) in problem-solving has merit for the process industries. Many tasks performed
by operators and maintainers in the modern plant involve problem-solving. Adopting a
means of problem-solving that is efficient and effective is a likely logical step in the training
of these personnel. Unfortunately there is little actual research done on the effectiveness
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of generic problem-solving programs. There are, however, many satisfied customers using
generic problem-solving programs to improve their troubleshooting skills, according to
training experts (e.g. Wayne Husted of General Physics).

Kepner-Tregoe have been offering courses on a method of problem-solving called "Analytic
Trouble Shooting". They have been teaching people in this method for over 25 years, and
their business has grown steadily over the years, usually through referrals by their customers.

"Analytic Trouble Shooting" is a structured, systematic approach to solving problems. The
approach teaches personnel to solve problems, particulary in a production or maintenance
environment, using a method that encourages them to focus on the problem. The method
also takes advantage of the application environment, by using problems that have occurred
on the shop floor. The trainee learns the method and techniques for effective problem-
solving by trouble shooting their own situation or equipment.

The method provides a structure that the trainee follows, motivating him/her to use a
systematic analysis of the problem throughout the diagnosis. The steps involved are:

• Recognize the problem (failure condition)
- separate decisions from actions
- set priorities on possible failures

• Find true cause
- describe the problem in detail
- identify the causes
- test each cause to see if it explains the problem description
- prove the true cause of the failure
- (the approach covers complex, start-up, and recurrent problems)

• Select a fix
- consider objectives, alternatives, and risks
- choose appropriate action

• Think beyond the fix
- look for other damage created by the problem
- determine what else needs the fix
- determine what problems or consequences the fix will cause

• Avoid future problems
- plan the fix and determine how to make the fix
- plan for contingencies

The method is a hands-on approach to training. Problems that are candidates for resolution
on the shop floor are brought to the classroom. These problems are used to teach the
techniques used for "Analytic Trouble Shooting". The trainees are motivated to use a system
approach to solving problems and feedback on progress is provided throughout the program.
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The opportunity for practice is provided at many points in the process, reinforcing the
lessons learned.

The Kepner-Tregoe consultants claim that the method delivers the following results:

• better response time to problem-solving and locating faults;
• greater success solving problems and locating faults in the system;
• savings in cost of repairs and damage to equipment (including repair actions due

to misdiagnosed faults);
• improved availability of the system .

Canadian NPP training centres do relatively little in terms of training generic
troubleshooting strategies. The ENTC simulation trainers do teach a module on diagnostics
describing a process of analysis, and verification

Context-specific training refers to that type of training that is specific to a particular
environment and equipment. Dr. Muckler recommends that context-specific training should
make up the bulk of the training. This view is supported by work by Johnson and Maddox
(1986), Llaneras et al. (1989), Ryder et al. (1990; 1992), and Kieras (1991). Though generic
training for teaching the principles of troubleshooting can improve the skill level overall,
context-specific training better prepares the trainee, in less time, for their job tasks. The
presence of the practical examples of their actual job tasks (troubleshooting) following a
conceptual presentation of the actual system functions and normal operating conditions,
effectively prepares the trainee for the job. Provision of heuristic rules and diagnostic
strategies specific to the system also will aid in improving job performance (see Duncan,
1981).

The bulk of operator and maintainer training at Canadian NPP training centres is context-
specific. Generic troubleshooting approaches such as those mentioned in section 6.1.3 are
not trained extensively in a formal manner. Procedures and rules of operation tend to have
these approaches integrated within them. However, it is uncertain whether an operator
would be able to effectively infer an approach based on diagnostic procedures which have
not proven successful. The only choice in such cases would be to shut down the system, at
great cost to the utility, and let the technical and maintenance staff wrestle with the
problem. The engineering staff does receive a course in problem-solving and maintainers
at Ontario Hydro learn specific troubleshooting strategies. For instance, maintainers are
often experienced journeymen when they are hired, therefore they are familiar with most
of the generic troubleshooting approaches. They are not likely to know equipment-specific
troubleshooting approaches, therefore troubleshooting training is largely context-specific.
This is especially true at PLGS.

Operators receive some context-generic troubleshooting training integrated with classroom
and on-the-job-training. Context-specific training such as monitoring skills, and specific
procedures are taught on-the-job and in the simulator. Instructors provide additional
unstructured comment and candidates also have the opportunity to provide feedback.
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6.2.3.2 Training for Preventive Diagnostics

Operators and Maintainers in Canadian NPPs regularly monitor system parameters,
recording and analyzing trends that indicate a developing malfunction. This preventive form
of troubleshooting is also performed by maintainers when they monitor subsystem
performance in the field, using such indicators as vibration analysis. Operators and
Maintainers at the Darlington NPP receive training in monitoring and detection procedures
which are part of the plants overall preventive maintenance program. This proactive
operations and maintenance philosophy is consistent with some training experts (Muckler
and Price) who believe that many training programs are inappropriately biased toward
training people to diagnose faults. Dr. Muckler pointed out that improvements should be
made in the way maintenance personnel and operators monitor and detect deviations before
they develop into full-fledged failures. Very little training is given to developing skills in
detecting the faults. This is partly due to increased automation of fault detection in systems.
Operators risk divorcing themselves from the control/monitoring loop. Automation may
create a situation where there is a greater demand for appropriate training to detect failure
in the system. By observing and analyzing plant conditions, the operator remains in the loop.
Training the operator to perform this role in the process provides the operator with visibility
in the system dynamics, making fault location easier and more efficient. Furthermore, slowly
changing plant parameters can be a flag to impending failure. These changes may be beyond
the capability of plant instrumentation (ie. that instrumentation only recognizes plant
deviations outside some given fixed limit, rather than being dynamic).

Bainbridge (1987) describes the process operator as continually updating an internal model
of the process. This updating of the model requires information on a timely basis. If the
operator is trained to remain in the loop, performing tasks that are directed to detecting
failing conditions, failure detection will be more effective and fault location more efficient
and effective.

6.2.3.3 Refresher Training

Dr. Muckler points out that "most people know, but tend to forget, that people do forget".
Without practice, skill retention seriously diminishes over time, particularly with procedural
skills. Thus, to sustain proficiency levels, deliberate overtraining is an effective way of
ensuring retention of skills. See Driskell et al. (1992) for a review of the studies that
investigate this effect. One important use of embedded training systems and simulators is
to keep the operator's and maintained skills at the level of acceptability. Frequent practice
and exploration of new fault conditions can maintain operator and maintainer performance
levels.

It is difficult to determine how much refresher training is required since knowledge and
skills retention differs considerably between individuals. The nuclear operations training
philosophy has long been to over-train candidates preparing them to access this knowledge
should it be required in that "one-in-a-billion chance of it happening" scenario. Possibly the
best method to determine the required amount of refresher training is to perform a
cognitive task analysis to determine the minimum knowledge, skills and abilities required
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to respond to a range of common and improbable events. Periodic testing of individuals on
this knowledge and skills set can identify candidates for specific refresher training. This
individualized approach is more difficult to manage, but may be more cost effective than
comprehensive, in-depth refresher training for everyone. It is important to note that the
approach must cover all critical tasks and scenarios that have been identified.

Currently, the ENTC provides one to two weeks of refresher training per year for ANOs.
They are also phasing in randomized requalification testing. Eventually, all ANO's will be
given three tests every two to three years (as lead, first or second operator ). The Shift
supervisor will be tested, as well, on the 14 to 18 core exercises with random secondary
malfunctions. The WNTC also has a program for refresher training for their operators, and
the PLGS will be implementing refresher training for operators in the coming year.

It appears that no refresher troubleshooting training is provided for the maintainers at
Ontario Hydro or PLGS.

6.2.4 Selection of Training Program Location and Environment

6.2.4.1 On-the-Job Training

Training acquired on-the-job is effective for preparing personnel to troubleshoot systems,
providing that such training is performance-based and well designed. Dr. Muckler advises
us that OJT is only one component of an effective training program, and should never be
looked upon as the definitive method. There is enough evidence to show that an integrated
approach using OJT and training at other centres such as classrooms, skills shops, simulation
facilities, etc. is the best approach (Duncan, 1987; Shepherd et al., 1977; Morris and Rouse,
1985). The weighting of the elements will depend on job complexity and experience levels
of the trainees.

Dr. Muckler stated that the effectiveness of OJT to provide feedback on trainee progress
is an important aspect of the training process. He referred to a paper by Connelly et al.
(1991) that reveals that according to experience in the field, evaluation criteria and the
methods for OJT training vary among experienced operator-trainers. This results in a
variation in the effectiveness of each. Some are very good at determining the problems that
their trainees are having, providing effective guidance and support along the way, while
other operator-trainers prefer to have the trainee watch and learn, providing little real
guidance or support. The effectiveness of the typical OJT is, consequentially, diverse and
non-standard. Dr. Muckler adds that proper modelling of the trainer's job may lead to a
better understanding of the criteria and approach they should use.

OJT is a large part of training in the Canadian Nuclear Industry. Usually, concepts are
introduced in a classroom or skills shop, then trained and practiced in simulation (and
mock-ups). Maintenance trainees experience the skill in the field through observation or
supervised work. Operator trainees must settle for observation during OJT, since no
operator can operate equipment until checked out and approved for a specific job. John
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Irwin-Childs, of the ENTC, noted that most operators improve greatly on simulation tests
after returning from OJT.

6.2.4.2 Embedded Training Systems

According to Dr. Muckler, embedded training systems are the way of the future for training
on complex systems. These systems allow the trainee to train and practice on the actual
equipment during operation without disrupting the system. Planned and un-planned sessions
can be performed during operational lulls or when the equipment is off-line, allowing the
operator to practice or learn new procedures without affecting the normal operation of the
system. Embedded training systems are present in the Abrams M-l tank, and on some naval
CCC systems, though some modifications have had to be made to ensure recognizable
separation between the real system and the training system.

Embedded training systems in maintenance panels can be a very useful teaching tool for
demonstrating troubleshooting approaches, even while the plant is running. Trainees can get
instruction right at the equipment they will be using. This improves transfer of training to
the operational environment once the trainee is maintaining actual equipment.

It is the opinion of the simulation training officers at the ENTC that embedded training
poses significant potential for error. However, reservations with embedded systems may be
alleviated through further investigation into the types of systems available, how problems
can be resolved, and what benefits can be gained.

6.2.5 Selection of Interactive Training Media

The effectiveness of traditional training media such as classroom lectures, video, and on-site
demonstrations is not an issue that necessitates extensive discussion within this report. The
primary training media of concern to us currently are interactive training systems, which
have been identified as "state-of-the-art" training tools.

Interactive training systems include CBI, embedded training systems, and simulators. Dr.
Muckler indicated that these systems offer powerful enhancement to the training of
troubleshooting skills. The effectiveness of these systems on their own are limited, but when
combined and integrated into the overall training program, they can improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of the program. Various interactive systems used to teach
technicians to troubleshoot individual pieces of equipment have been developed by Search
Technology. Two of the most successful systems include the part-task training system
dev^" .ped for the Electric Power Research Institute (Johnson & Maddox, 1986) and the
part-task training system developed for the National Aeronautics and Space Agency for their
shuttle fuel cell control management system (Duncan, 1992).

The results of trials carried out on both systems are impressive. The trainees, nuclear power
maintenance personnel and NASA astronauts, found that they were able to learn
troubleshooting strategies quickly and easily. According to Phillip Duncan at Search
Technology, the astronauts reported that the transfer of learning from the training system
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to their troubleshooting on the actual systems was virtually seamless. The strategies learned
on the training device worked beautifully, while physical similarity of the training devices
and actual systems was limited to the information and dynamics only. Displays were merely
representations on a CRT, and controls consisted of a standard PC computer keyboard.

Interactive training is very effective for training troubleshooting skills, the hands-on aspect
of the approach allowing the trainee to explore all possibilities. This exploration provides
a good foundation for understanding the nature of failures and the strategies that work best
to locate failures. Part-task simulators are perfect for this application. The diagnosis of
particular subsystems can be explored using the part-task simulator. Full-scope simulators
can also be used to explore diagnostic tasks that contain a greater degree of ambiguity, and
to integrate the diagnostic tasks for the entire system (Kinkade, 1988).

Dr. Ellen Hall and Dr. Shari Gott have developed a task analysis method that acts like an
interactive training system. The method uses SMEs in place of the simulator, with the SME
responding and providing output information to the user performing troubleshooting tasks.
Follow up "rehash" sessions with the SME can reinforce or correct strategies (Hall et al., in
press). This type of simulation may be more cost effective than purchasing tens of thousands
of dollars worth of equipment. Careful examination of the requirement for either part-task
or full-scope simulation should be carried out before proceeding (Plott et al., 1988).

6.2.5.1 Full-scope Simulation

In the three Canadian training centres, operators learn general diagnostic skills through
practice diagnosing specific faults induced by the instructor. All training centres concur that
operators generally prefer the full-scope simulation to CBI and part-task simulation. The
high physical and functional fidelity of the full-scope simulator is reported to be preferred
by trainees because it feels more like the real job and CBI training methods are too
artificial. Although it may difficult to determine the benefit of a full-scope simulator in
quantitative terms, the qualitative benefits are universally recognized. It allows for training
and practice of communications and team work. It allows candidates to actually operate a
reactor and make mistakes without jeopardizing plant safety.

However, there are draw-backs to using simulators. If the physical fidelity of the simulator
is less than perfect, there could be negative training as operators confuse practiced simulator
actions with the correct "real world" required actions. As well, a reliance on full-scope
simulation to train operators and maintainers is not likely to facilitate self-paced study and
practice, since training personnel and facility access may be limited.

Duncan (1981, 1987; Duncan & Shepherd, 1975) points out the difficulties of transferring
skills learned in a simulated environment to the real world. The application of a procedure
learned on the simulator to a new different failure condition can lead to the wrong
corrective actions. Failure to use a strategy that would recognize the difference, and direct
the operator to a more appropriate set of actions, will hinder the operator's ability to do
effective fault location. Practice training on a simulator will require the addition of a
diagnostic strategy that will allow the trainee to not blindly follow a limited set of rules.
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6.2.5.2 Part-task Simulation

A number of experts caution that heavy reliance on full simulation, particularly those that
simulate the actual environment, can be much less cost-effective than the use of part-task
simulation (Price, per. comm.; Muckler, per. comm.; Kinkade, 1988; Reason, 1990; Jones
et al., 1985). The literature and experience demonstrate that a simulation of the task,
through equipment that provides a functionally context-specific environment, is adequate for
many troubleshooting tasks. This is particularly true for the training of troubleshooting skills
for maintenance activities, though it is very effective for the training of operator-initiated
diagnostics as well.

Computer-based interactive systems have been used successfully for various applications to
train troubleshooting and diagnostic skills (see Duncan, 1992; Johnson and Maddox, 1986).
Interactive CBI systems can be used to augment other training and can be an excellent
source of practice for particular tasks. Some training experts believe that there is far too
much emphasis on the use of full-scope simulators in situations where a desk top simulation
or part-task simulator would suffice. Jones, Hennesy and Deutsch (1985) discuss this issue
in detail, referring to research on what dynamics and representations are necessary for
effective simulation. However, they add that some situations demand full physical and
functional fidelity. These situations also demand that the designer strive for complete
realism.

Dr. Muckler discussed the recent developments of stand-alone CBI systems and embedded
training systems that are built into operational equipment - ie. the training mode that exists
in many operational systems. The application of the embedded system approach to the
modern computer-based NPP control room seems logical (see Ryder et al., 1990; 1992).
Practice sessions can involve interactive exercises that test the user's ability to troubleshoot
selected malfunctions. Scheduled routine practice sessions during periods of low activity
would allow the operator to hone diagnostic skills while still being available to respond to
problems should they arise. Such an approach requires extensive experimentation to
determine its safety and effectiveness. However, data on troubleshooting failures in systems
such as modern fighter aircraft, armoured vehicles, and in naval combat systems, does exist.

Part-task simulation is being used in some instances in Canadian nuclear training centres.
The tritium removal demonstration/simulation at Darlington allows the operators to see
what the equipment is doing, things they would not otherwise be able to see. This provides
better understanding of the control concepts involved. Another area where this is applied
is in training for the operation of the refuelling machine. These tools are not used for
training in the sense that they allow the operator to practice operating the actual equipment.
The ENTC training staff has recognized that there is a weakness in linking theory with
function training, and supports the opinion that part-task simulation and CBI could be good
for that purpose. Successful troubleshooting relies heavily on the knowledge base possessed
by personnel. Poor knowledge of the system can lead to errors and inefficiencies.

Mock-ups can be used for simulation and practice providing they offer some dynamics, or
a trainer can provide the proper information requested and the required feedback. The
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Canadian NPP training programs make use of dynamic mock-ups for training procedures
and theory. These systems also provide hands-on experience.

6.2.5.3 Computer-based Instruction (CBI)

According to Jones et al. (1985), some important factors should be considered. Interactive
systems should be context-specific. They should provide training and practice on tasks that
are applicable to those found on-the-job, within that operational environment. This does not
mean that the training device must be exactly the same as the equipment, physically, but it
should offer high functional fidelity. The CBI system should provide training and practice
that is directly transferable to the actual system.

Mr. Price (per. comm.) describes situations where the transfer of troubleshooting skills from
the classroom and lab mockups to the control room was less than effective. Poor
representation of function and functional flow in the simulator confused the trainee once
he/she was confronted with actual equipment. Therefore, functional representation in a
simulator may be more important than the physical layout when dealing with
troubleshooting skills. Jones et al. (1985) also stress the value of functional fidelity in
simulation. However, as indicated earlier, the application for simulation will determine the
level of physical and functional fidelity required. Aircraft simulations for example, require
as close to "real" conditions as possible if flight control is being trained.

It is clear, that for safe operation and maintenance, the user's expectation of the location
and appearance of displays and controls is critical. The designer must consider carefully the
cognitive and operational requirements, and in some cases it may be that both functional
and physical fidelity is required.

According to Mr. Price a major benefit of the interactive training system is "the opportunity
to practice critical or infrequently performed tasks coupled with the provision of immediate
feedback". Also, he adds that "interactive training systems can also be used in a network
configuration so that team training or training involving people working together in different
locations can be facilitated".

Clearly, CBI is more than just a hardware issue (ie. should CBI be used instead of physically
similar mock-ups), it is foremost a part-task issue. Computer-Based Instruction (CBI) can
be useful for such applications as:

• practice or testing of specific important diagnostic tasks on part-task simulators;
• practice or testing of a job or sets of tasks on full-scope computer-based simulators;
• interactive strategy development;
• and embedded training systems.
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CBI Interactive training systems can offer:

• effective learning;
• greater consistency in learning tasks;
• less variance in trainee understanding of material;
• reduced time to learn material and tasks;
• better retention of learned material and tasks.

The use of CBI is limited since CBI on its own is not very successful at teaching knowledge-
based information or theory. It appears that the need for student-instructor interaction is
necessary for teaching complex concepts. Therefore, CBI can be useful only as a compliment
to classroom-based instruction on theory or systems knowledge, by utilizing practice sessions
and quizzes to augment classroom-based course material.

Mr. Price discussed a concept that he has described, called "phenomenal equivalence'.
Phenomenal equivalence refers to the ability of a given process and set of tasks to mimic
the essential functions and elements of an operating environment. Mr. Price defined the
effect as "the person feels like they are actually performing the real thing even though all
they may have for controls and displays are a computer keyboard, a joystick and a CRT1.
He gave the new flight simulation programs that allow you to "fly" your "aircraft" through
a maze of obstacles, as an example of the effect. Many other examples of this concept exist.
One well known example in the nuclear industry is the CBI part-task training device
developed by Johnson and Maddox (1986). This training device was designed for diagnosing
faults in a diesel generator and trains personnel to perform troubleshooting tasks using its
own interface and graphical support. There is very little actual physical similarity between
the training device and the actual system. Yet personnel learn very quickly to troubleshoot
faults on the actual equipment, having been trained on the training device. They become
involved with the system and feel that they are actually troubleshooting on a diesel
generator.

Other examples include electronic board trainers for teaching diagnostic strategies for
troubleshooting electronic systems. The trainee learns the strategies using the electronic
board, then applies these strategies, successfully, to actual equipment failures. The process
of diagnosis is the same though the environments are very different, physically.

Fixed-base flight simulators have shown that simulated movement is not needed when the
focus is on cockpit management strategies and problem-solving, as shown by the tremendous
success of Atlantis Aerospace's Flight Training Devices. The "flight" seems just as real as an
actual flight since the interior of the simulator is physically the same as the real aircraft, as
is the information flow. The trainees must manage the simulated flight as they would during
an actual flight. Mr. Price described a system used by the military called SIMNET, "a
network computer simulator that permits tactical unit exercises (sometimes world-wide) and
minimizes the use of actual equipment (and thus the cost)". The key to these types of
systems is "the use of excellent graphics and realistic feedback". This results in "intense user
involvement of phenomenal equivalents" (Price, per. comm.).
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However, there seemed to be a consensus among Ontario Hydro Trainers that usefulness
of CBI for maintainers and operators was very limited when full-scope simulation and
elaborate mock-ups are available. "Why drive a Chevette when you can drive a Cadillac?"
The obvious retort by the Chevette owner to that statement might be that the Chevette
(CBI) is cheaper to buy, more fuel efficient, and still gets you from point "A" to point "B".
But it would be very difficult to sell that point to the trainees. Darlington operators started
training on micro-simulators before the full-scope simulator was ready. It was found that the
transfer of knowledge and ability to the actual control room was severely limited. These
micro-simulators are no longer used.

Still, some CBI tools are currently being used. The WNTC has very recently procured a
micro-simulator to demonstrate reactor flux for teaching systems theory. The ENTC is
waiting for news of WNTC results before considering doing the same. However, New
Brunswick, a much smaller operation, has made effective use of part-task simulators such
as the MODICON, a computer-based simulation for two of their subsystems.

6.2.6 Measurement of Training Program Effectiveness

Training development should contain a component for cost-benefit analysis. Realistic
predictions of costs and effectiveness of the training will ensure that the training program
will survive. Planning training based on expensive simulators and computer equipment where
not needed wili turn management against the program from the start. Performing a cost-
effectiveness analysis will demonstrate the usefulness of the program. This step should be
done after the training needs analysis has been completed.

In reality, however, a cost-analysis of training activities is seldom performed. Morris and
Rouse (1985) pleaded for studies examining the transfer of learning to the job. Some work
has been done subsequently by Patrick et al. (1988 and 1989). The main problem with
obtaining objective measures of training transfer and overall training program effectiveness
rests with the subjective nature of the present criteria. Subject Matter Experts (SMEs), such
as experienced operators and maintainers, use a wide range of criteria to measure job
performance during OJT (Connelly et al., 1991). Modelling their behaviour is difficult and
imprecise. However, a Measure of Effectiveness (MOE) has been developed by Connelly
et al. (1991). The method relies on task analysis data, information on learning objectives;
operation and management of training; training design, development and implementation;
evaluation of training mastery; and evaluation of training based on job performance.

Dr. Muckler has found that the successful transfer of training, particulary for troubleshooting
skills, to the job is a good indicator that the training program has been effective. The
measure of success for transfer usually is determined by trainers or supervisors carrying out
OJT, where trainees must troubleshoot the actual system either through demonstration or
by troubleshooting an actual malfunction. The trainee's ability to perform the
troubleshooting tasks can indicate whether he/she has learned all of the elements of the
basic skills required to meet the criteria.
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The level of training, the confidence instilled in the trainee, the trainee's own motivation
to succeed can all affect success. Some CBI systems can help provide an indication of the
preparedness of a trainee for troubleshooting malfunctions in general, or for specific
equipment.

The ability of the trainer, OJT foreman, or supervisor to convey the information on scenario
background, and performance feedback in a clear, understandable manner will contribute
significantly to success in the transfer of training. An experienced troubleshooter who has
received training as a trainer, can provide feedback to the trainee, ensuring that the trainee
is aware of the importance and application of diagnostic tasks to the job.

All Canadian NPP training centres use largely subjective methods for assessing the
effectiveness of training. Therefore, it is very difficult for anyone to measure the actual
benefits of a training program or its component parts. Cost effectiveness information is
generally recognized to be very valuable for training system development. Certainly, it could
demonstrate the usefulness of the training program as a whole, as well as justifying an
increase in capital investment in one training method or tool over another. New training
approaches and tools are always being developed which may reduce the time required to
qualify an operator or maintainer. However, Ontario Hydro is taking a conservative line
regarding training and the expansion of their programs. Considering the critical nature of
the systems in a nuclear power generating station, this is understandable. One training
officer at ENTC commented that the extensive use of full-scope simulation, as well as the
OJT may have even over qualified their personnel.

The data for a cost-benefit analysis is difficult to acquire. A simulation training officer
expressed that is very difficult to determine how much it costs in dollars to run the plant,
let alone to train an operator to pass the AECB authorization testing. He believes that one
can not keep track of financial gains of simulation training, for example, nor demonstrate
the resulting increase in safety.

To accomplish the task of objectively assessing training program effectiveness, a significant
commitment of time and resources is required. Specific troubleshooting training approaches
and tools would need to be tested empirically using discrete, sensitive and meaningful
measures. Currently, the operator is evaluated in terms of subjective effectiveness of task
completion and task duration. Task duration is the only objective, discrete measure of
performance. It may not be correct to assume in all cases that a faster completion of the
diagnostic task means the person is more competent. And it may be equally incorrect to
assume that using time as the criteria for comparison will effect the manner in which the
training or testing is administered.

Of course, results should be statistically analyzed for valid conclusions to be made. Yet
sometimes, especially in a small facility like Point Lepreau, there is a low number of new
hires which may not allow for statistical significance in results.

There is also the issue of resource availability for such testing. The allocation of resources
to the development of objective criteria and continued formalized assessment of a training
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program must be justified. Who would do the testing if it was perceived as justifiable? A
wide range of industries and government regulators have conducted research on the cost
(monetary or human health costs) and the benefits of products or programs. Most of the
time, they produce conflicting results. The utilities perceive that they are having to meet
increasing AECB requirements for safety and operations performance. Hence the criteria
for measuring training effectiveness are moving targets.
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

When considering the human factors of training, one of the most fundamental principles that
one must realize is that human factors is a process, not a quick-fix. Training programs must
evolve with changing job demands, varying user requirements, and developing training
technologies. Therefore, the purpose of this project was not considered to involve a detailed
audit of training programs for troubleshooting, resulting in specific licensee requirements.
The purpose of this project was to analyze current and developing practices in
troubleshooting training in relation to the Canadian nuclear industry, and then to synthesize
this information into a form that may guide in the AECB and its licensees in the
enhancement of NPP safety and reliability. Hence, some of the following recommendations
relate to general areas of potential improvement in the training for troubleshooting skills.
However, since many of the issues raised in this report are still in the development stage,
recommendations for further study are also included.

As mentioned, it was not the purpose of this project to perform a comprehensive training
audit. It is assumed that the training group at the AECB have information on items such as
needs assessments which have been performed consistent with ISD or SAT methods.

Given that many US nuclear plants may not have the mock-up and full-scope simulator
resources that an organization like Ontario Hydro has at its disposal, they may have turned
to a concentration on part-task simulators and CBI. Therefore, it may be argued that the
"state-of-the-art" training tools uncovered in the North American survey are not applicable
to thïï Canadian nuclear industry. This last statement may be less valid for several reasons:

• The experts in training for troubleshooting skills, such as Harold "Smoke" Price,
who were consulted did not exclusively work in the nuclear industry, and who
found that these "state-of-the-art" techniques were working well in other large
complex systems such as petro-chemical plants. Survey results indicate what has
been and will be used in other high-tech fields such as the military which are
often leaders in training theory and technology development.

• As well, a plant such as the PLGS is also comparatively small and is only recently
acquiring training tools such as the full-scope simulator and CBI systems. The
"state-of-the-art" tools and methods described above, certainly may benefit the
New Brunswick organization and any future small NPPs developed in Canada.

• The applicability of the present findings does extend to even a large organization
like Ontario Hydro, especially in light of recent cost-cutting issues. Cost-benefit
analysis of various training approaches may indicate that methods such as part-
task simulators are as good, or even better for troubleshooting skills training at
far less cost than full-scope simulation or lengthy OJT.
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The following is a set of recommended methods of potentially improving the troubleshooting
task in Canadian NPPs:

• The training for troubleshooting skills should follow a philosophy whereby all
malfunctions should be resolved as quickly as possible. Though some responses
may not require rapid response, the acceptance of having "plenty of time" to
respond is a risky assumption. Though the design of the CANDU reactor, with
its many safety features would not suffer a catastrophic consequence as occurred
at Chernobyl, less severe accidents can, and have occurred. The tritiated heavy
water leak at Pickering in 1992 is but one example where the time to diagnose
the fault certainly was critical.

• Apply sensitive and objective measures of troubleshooting performance to
trainees to gauge the effectiveness of the various training methods. In particular,
consider studying the cost-benefit relationship of CBI and part-task simulation.
There is a heavy reliance on lengthy and costly OJT and full-scope simulation.
Can CBI reduce this while not compromising job performance and possibly
improving it?

• A sage piece of advice is that "all training systems development of any scale and
resource expenditure should require some form of cost-effectiveness analysis
BEFORE ANYBODY IS ALLOWED TO SPEND RESOURCES ON A
TRAINING SYSTEM" (Muckler, per.comm.). At the very least, the training
system should be evaluated periodically to make sure that it is effective.

• Continue with the development of refresher/re-qualification training. This activity
could benefit from the development of objective performance measures and
cognitive modelling to determine to what extent operators and maintainers need
to be retrained.

• Failure detection and fault diagnosis should be taught as a complete approach.
Detection and diagnosis are part of the same process.

• Verify current operation and maintenance troubleshooting procedures and
consider methods of ensuring that they are kept up-to-date.

• Any NPPs moving toward automated-control systems should give careful
consideration to human factors issues such as information requirements for
troubleshooting tasks, as well as "soft" issues such as trust.

• Continue with current OJT practices, bearing in mind that supervisors and
journeymen need to be trained and tested as trainers.

• The WNTC and ENTC should continue their communications and team-work
training. PLGS should develop a similar course. All stations should evaluate the
effectiveness of current communications systems and procedures. Further
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promotion of good communications practices can impact positively on the
effectiveness of troubleshooting tasks.

• Consider providing generic troubleshooting job aids, in manual or computer-
based format in addition to specific "if you have this alarm, try this" job aids for
diagnostics.

The following is a set of recommendations for further study for improving troubleshooting
for operators and maintainers in the Canadian nuclear industry.

• Study the degree of functional and physical fidelity of the full-scope simulators
(eg., is it current with respect to plant modifications, control room modifications?)
Can problems arise from dissimilarities?

• Study the availability of simulators and training personnel for practice and self-
paced instruction.

• Investigate the usefulness of 1. eluding generic problem-solving training for all
maintenance and operations personnel.

• Continue the "preventive" diagnostics activity and associated training activities
for operations and maintenance. Investigate the role of detection and monitoring
behaviour in reducing failures and down-time.

• Investigate the safety of embedded systems in a nuclear setting for operators and
maintainers. Can it realistically be used for such things as refresher training so
as to reduce workshop or simulator time?

• Investigate the role of detection and monitoring behaviour in redu^ng failures
and down-time.

• Investigate the effects of training detection and monitoring skills and behaviour
in reducing failures and down-time.

• Investigate methods for training detection and monitoring skills as a part of the
overall training program.

• Investigate ways to model troubleshooting behaviour for maintenance and
operations (including the development of a cognitive task analysis) to guide the
development of procedures, training and test methods. The subject matter experts
at all training centres should continue to be utilized as they are currently. In
addition, they can be valuable resources when performing a cognitive task analysis
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The training division should consider performing a cognitive task analysis in
conjunction with the operations, safety, reliability and maintainability groups at
the NPPs. The data obtained can greatly assist the training department in the
development of training curricula, especially for diagnostics. This data would also
be valuable for other departments in the NPPs.
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COMPLETENESS/VALIDITY:

The task of finding a single fault in a network of interconnected logic
units seems somewhat contrived, but is intended to be largely context
independent. Therefore, this approach may be general enough to
apply to any fault-finding task. The effectiveness of pre-training and
computer aiding, however, appear to be strictly limited. The effects of
pre-training appear to be short-lived, and computer aiding is most
effective only when preceded by adequate pretraining. Even when pre-
training and computer aiding are combined, the authors report that the
efficiency of testing is more easily improved than the accuracy of
diagnosis.

APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS:

This study emphasizes the importance of pre-training and strategy on
diagnostic performance. Rule-based training and computer aiding are
currently fashionable in the nuclear industry and trainers should be
aware of the limitations of such approaches.

GENERAL COMMENTS:

This study marks a shift in emphasis from "product" to "process"
measures.
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Duncan, K D. (1981). Training for fault diagnosis in industrial process
plant. In J. Rasmussen & W. B. Rouse (Eds.), Human detection and
diagnosis of system failures (pp.553-573). New York: Plenum.

Review paper

NATO Symposium on Human Detection and Diagnosis of System
Failures, August 4-8, 1980, Roskilde, Denmark

OBJECTIVES:

SUMMARY:

This paper identifies several key issues in the training of
troubleshooting, and reviews some of the outstanding work conducted
by the author and his colleagues.

Three problems related to the training of fault diagnosis in industrial
process plants are discussed: extrinsic information (What sort of
explanation will help a trainee to learn fault diagnosis?), criteria (How
do you measure the performance of a trainee?), and simulation. Three
general approaches to diagnostic training, and the limitation inherent
in each approach, are then discussed: (1) the "educational hypothesis",
(2) algorithmic procedures, and (3) task analysis. The author suggests
that theory alone is not sufficient and that some sort of strategy in the
form of diagnostic rules of thumb is needed. The technique of
withholding information to enhance the application of diagnostic rules
of thumb is described. The author suggests that product measures
(such as incorrect diagnoses and response times), although important,
offer little insight into the nature and quality of the fault finding task.
Three process measures, based on the idea of a "consistent fault set,"
(CFS) are proposed: (1) premature diagnoses or diagnoses attempted
when the CFS is greater than one, (2) redundant questions or questions
which do not reduce the size of the CFS when the CFS is greater than
one, and (3) unnecessary questions or questions asked when the size of
the CFS is already one.
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The author argues that the educational approach tends to ignore
practice in actually solving fault diagnostic problems and the inherent
difficulties of simulation fidelity. The possibility that a minority of
individuals may be able to develop diagnostic strategies under this
approach is not supported by empirical evidence. Where faults can be
exhaustively specified, procedures or algorithms, accompanied by
powerful extrinsic information in the form of diagrams, job aids, or
checklists, may be the training solution of choice. The author
concludes that more research is needed in situations where
generalization to novel or little-understood fault diagnostic tasks is
required (which is increasingly the problem encountered in large
industrial facilities where problems cannot be exhaustively specified).
Task analysis may be useful in identifying where difficulties in fault
finding training lie, and provides a rationale for placing components of
the task into part-task or whole-task training schemes.

APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS:

The issues raised by Duncan are all relevant to the training of nuclear
pou er plant personnel.

GENERAL COMMENTS:

In this early review, Duncan outlines much of the rationale behind the
studies conducted by the author and his colleagues.
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Duncan, K. D. (1987). Fault diagnosis training for advanced
continuous process installations. In J. Rasmussen, K. D. Duncan, & J.
Leplat (eds.), New technology and human error (pp.209-221). New
York, NY: Wiley.

Review paper

Edited book

This paper reviews the effects of formal knowledge, procedures, and
rules on the diagnosis of failures in process control, the effects of
withholding information during training on the accuracy of diagnosis,
and operator training in a hazardous industry. In addition the author
provides insights into the limitations and future directions in the
training of troubleshooting skills.

Duncan warns of the dangers of prescribed regulations, procedures, or
algorithms especially when these prescriptions are backed by legal
sanctions, citing the incident at North Anna in 1979. Despite the
encouraging results obtained with training, Duncan suggests that we
are rapidly approaching the point of diminishing returns.
Developments in training are unlikely to improve the diagnosis of
novel faults beyond the 90% to 95% level. In industries where a 5%
to 10% probability of failure is unacceptable, alternatives to training
must be found.

APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS:

Comments on the dangers of mandated procedures and tht limitations
of training are particularly relevant to the training of nuclear power
plant personnel.

GENERAL COMMENTS:

This paper reviews some of the most outstanding work conducted by
Duncan and his colleagues and contains some important advice for
those involved in diagnostic training.
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Duncan, K. D., & Shepherd, A. (1975). A simulator and training
technique for diagnosing plant failures from control panels.
Ergonomics, 18, 627-641.

Research paper

Journal

This paper describes the development of a simulator and a cumulative
part-task training technique for the diagnosis of plant failures from
control panel indications.

It is argued that only those features of a control panel which provide
the operator with, or influence the acquisition of, diagnostic
information need to be preserved. An adequate simulation of control
panels for the purpose of training diagnostic tasks can be achieved by
presenting trainees with static pictures of the panels on which
instrument indications correspond to the fault conditions to be
diagnosed. Three essential features of the real situation are preserved:
(1) panel layout, (2) instrument design, and (3) approximate display
size. The authors report a considerable saving in time and
improvement in the accuracy of presenting symptom arrays compared
with commercially available simulators. Use of the simulator in
conjunction with an adaptive cumulative part-task training technique
resulted in rapid learning and thorough retention of the failures
presented.

COMPLETENESS/VALIDITY:

The authors are concerned only with failures where symptoms develop
on the control panel and remain stable over a sufficiently long period
for diagnosis to be completed. Situations where a decision can only be
made by referring to the order in which symptoms develop are not
considered. Some modification of the approach would be necessary in
situations where the time course of events is essential to the diagnostic
task.
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APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS:

Although this paper is concerned specifically with diagnostic training
of chemical process plant operators, the simulation and training
techniques described are general enough to be applied to any process
control industry or control room situation.

GENERAL COMMENTS:

The simulation and adaptive cumulative part-task training techniques
described in this paper comprise the basic methods employed by
Duncan and colleagues in all their subsequent studies.
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Hall, E.M., Gott, S.P. and Pokorny, R.A. (1990) Draft Working Paper -
A procedural guide to cognitive task analysis: the PARI methodology.
AFHRL Technical paper (DRAFT) - Brooks Air Force Base, Texas.

Procedure - Methodology

U.S. Government document

This document is a draft technical report that describes a methodology
used to support the design of training programs and to aid in the
assessment of skills. The methodology is a thinking aloud type of
cognitive task analysis that uses subject matter experts (SME) for both
developing task protocols and testing subjects. The method is referred
to as the "PARI" method (Precursor, Action, Result and
Interpretation). The researcher uses observation and queries to obtain
data, and analyzes the results of the SMEs' protocol development and
data collection activities. This analysis involves going back over prior
test sessions and filling in the missing or ambiguous information. The
results of the procedure includes descriptions of cognitive tasks, task
relationships, performance criteria and standards, identification of skills
and knowledge requirements, and the development of a cognitive
model. Un-skilled trouble-shooting behaviour can be modelled as well.

SUMMARY:

Task data is collected while the subject SME is actually performing the
diagnostic task and speaking out-loud the decisions, sources of
knowledge and rules followed. The precursor SME, who provides the
failure conditions, and who describes the symptoms and supplies the
required information needed to diagnose the problem, discusses their
approach to the researcher prior to the trial. This use of paired SMEs
allows the researcher to model the cognitive tasks performed and to
verify their accuracy, through follow-up rehash sessions. This approach
provides a model of the cognitive behaviour of the diagnostician that
has high validity and that provides rich behavioural data. Once the
trouble-shooting behaviour model has been established, models of un-
skilled behaviour can be compared to determine the gap in skill and
knowledge between the experienced trouble-shooter and the novice.
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COMPLETENESS/VALIDITY:

This procedure is general enough to apply to operational and
maintenance tasks. The method is robust and will allow the modelling
of complex tasks, although complexity increases the difficulty and
resources necessary to perform the procedure.

APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS:

This method of cognitive task analysis is directly applicable to the
nuclear power plant environment. It can be used for operator and
maintainer diagnostic tasks. It is, however, more suited to the types of
troubleshooting tasks that are handled by maintenance personnel.

GENERAL COMMENTS:

This cognitive task analysis technique offers much to the modelling of
diagnostic/trouble-shooting behaviour found in the nuclear power plant
setting. The technique is thorough, includes a verification phase, and
takes advantage of the expert knowledge and experience of subject
matter experts. Involvement of the SME in the development of the
protocol, direction of the trials and provision of crucial verification
data during a rehash of the trial, contributes to success.
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Johnson, W.B. and Maddox, M.E. (1986) Development,
implementation, and. evaluation of computer-based simulation for
operations and maintenance troubleshooting training in nuclear power
stations. In Proceedings of the International Topical Meeting on
Advances in Human Factors in Nuclear Power Systems. La Grange Park;
American Nuclear Society.

Conference Paper

Proceedings

This paper describes a project carried out for the Electric Power
Research Institute. The objective of the project was to develop a
computer-based instruction system for teaching operators and
maintenance personnel strategies in troubleshooting systems. The
project involved the development of the system and extensive
experimentation with operators and maintainers as test subjects. The
project resulted in the creation of a training product offered by EPRI
to utilities. The Computer-based Instruction system and associated
documentation are contained in EPRI-NP-3829, Volume 1
(Courseware) and Volume 2 (Implementation and Evaluation).

COMPLETENESS/VALIDITY:

This training system appears to be very effective in training operators
and maintainers to develop skills in troubleshooting process systems.
The system, however, is designed to train the operators and
maintainers to diagnose the system they are expected to be responsible
for. Hence, it is expected that the users of the system will adapt it to
their own environment. This does not need to be the case. The
training system can be used to teach generic troubleshooting and
diagnostic skills.

The developers of this system researched the existing training systems
to determine the most effective approach. They found that a
computer-based system used in conjunction with traditional traimng
(on-the-job) systems, provided the best results.
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APPLICATION TO THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY:

The system is directly applicable to the nuclear industry. It can be used
for training both maintenance personnel and for operators. The system
can be used to train people responsible for manual systems, as well as
automated systems.

GENERAL COMMENTS:

This computer-based instruction system provides the user with a
generic graphical display that can be custom designed by the trainer.
The system allows tracking of user inputs and performance. See EPRI-
NP-3829 for detailed description and application guidelines.
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Marshall, E. G, Duncan, K. D., & Baker, S. M. (1981). The role of
withheld information in the training of process plant fault diagnosis.
Ergonomics, 24, 711-724.

Research paper

Journal

In order to diagnose unfamiliar faults, an operator must use some sort
of strategy to seek out and evaluate relevant information. In an earlier
study, Shepherd et al. (1977) argued that teaching operators a set of
diagnostic rules of thumb provides an effective basis for such a
strategy. There is no guarantee, however, that trainees actually apply
these rules during subsequent practice. In this study, information was
withheld from trainees until specifically requested, allowing the
instructor to ensure that the diagnostic rules were applied. The
authors report that the combined technique of providing trainees with
rules of thumb and withholding information is highly effective, allowing
a drastic reduction in the amount of practice required to achieve
diagnostic proficiency.

SUMMARY:

Subjects were trained using an adaptive cumulative part method to
diagnose faults, either from a simulated control panel, or by requesting
withheld information. Both groups were provided with a conventional
description of the plant, and a set of rules to assist them in diagnosing
faults. Subjects who practised using withheld information were better
at diagnosing both familiar and unfamiliar faults. Subjects were
mature individuals with various educational backgrounds. A follow-up
study involving technical college apprentices on a process plant
operations course confirmed that these results could be replicated
outside the laboratory.
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COMPLETENESS/VALIDITY:

The technique of withholding information has been adopted by other
groups with similar results, and studies conducted outside the
laboratory seem to confirm the effectiveness of this approach. One
potential shortcoming of withholding information, however, is that a
fundamental feature of the real task (i.e. displayed information) is not
presented. In a conventional control room all indications are
presented to the operator on a control panel. However, with the
introduction of computer displays, the trend in control room design is
away from presented information and increasingly toward withheld
information. The authors suggest that process operators whose
experience has been limited to control panels may experience serious
difficulties in fault-finding when information has to be retrieved from
computer displays.

APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS:

This study is highly relevant to the training of troubleshooting skills to
nuclear power plant operators, given the prevalence of computer
displays and rule-based approaches to decision-making. This study
suggests a way in which existing approaches to training troubleshooting
skills to nuclear power plant operators might be improved.

GENERAL COMMENTS:

This paper describes a modification of the original approach to training
described by Shepherd et al. (1977).
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Marshall, E. C, & Shepherd, A. (1981). A fault-finding training
programme for continuous plant operators. In J. Rasmussen & W. B.
Rouse (Eds.), Human detection and diagnosis of system failures (pp.575-
588). New York: Plenum.

Presented paper

NATO Symposium on Human Detection and Diagnosis of System
Failures, August 4-8,1980, Roskilde, Denmark

This paper describes the development of a training program designed
specifically to assist process control operators in diagnosing plant
failures from a control panel.

The training program combines diagnostic rules-of-thumb, withheld
and presented information, and an introduction to control loops in an
integrated course for trainee operators. The program is divided into
three main sections: (1) Familiarization Training, (2) General
Diagnosis Training, and (3) Designing Plant-Specific Training aimed
at instructors. Each section is composed of a number of training
modules, and trainees are tested at the end of each module. Plant
personnel were used extensively in the development of plant-specific
programmes. Senior plant supervisors prepared fault symptom
matrices and introductory material, and assistant foremen prepared the
diagnostic rules of thumb.

APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS:

Although developed originally to train fault-finding in the context of
continuous process chemical plants, the authors claim that the
techniques described may prove to be equally effective in other
industries involving continuous processes which are operated from a
central control room, e.g. power plants, crude oil refineries and oil
production platforms.

GENERAL COMMENTS:

This paper describes the first use of a training package incorporating
the technique of withholding information to enhance the application
of diagnostic rules of thumb advocated by Duncan and his colleagues.
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Morris, N. M, & Rouse, W. B. (1985). Review and evaluation of
empirical research in troubleshooting. Human Factors, 27, 503-530.

Review paper

Journal

According to the authors, the goal of this paper is to summarize the
state of empirical knowledge about troubleshooting and not to review
the many approaches to troubleshooting training. After analyzing the
requirements of the troubleshooting task, the authors consider human
abilities, limitations, and inclinations relevant to this task, and review
the effects of various approaches to training.

The authors suggest that three abilities are necessary for successful
troubleshooting: (1) the ability to repair or replace components, (2) the
ability to make tests, and (3) the ability to employ some kind of
strategy in isolating the cause of a fault. Because of the difficulties
involved, and because of the nature of the existing literature, greatest
emphasis is placed on the need to employ some kind of strategy. Four
approaches to training are identified: (1) instruction in the theory upon
which the system is based (2) provision of opportunities for practice in
troubleshooting, (3) guidance in the use of context specific (i.e. system)
knowledge, and (4) guidance in the use of algorithms or rules (which
includes the provision of examples, feedback about actions, instruction
in algorithms or rules, and proceduralization).

The current state of understanding is summarized as follows: either
troubleshooters should be explicitly instructed in how to approach
problems, or they should be forced to use their knowledge of the
system. The authors suggest that if the system is large or complex, or
if time is limited, then one or more of the following approaches should
be considered: (1) a relatively simple strategy should be employed, (2)
additional instruction and practice in applying the strategy should be
provided, (3) troubleshooters of higher ability should be selected, and
(4) some form of performance aid should be provided. The most
effective way to ensure that troubleshooters employ an appropriate
strategy is to proceduralize the task. Unfortunately, procedures are
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highly system specific and, as Duncan (1981) noted, in most cases the
set of all possible failures cannot be exhaustively specified. Therefore,
instruction in some sort of algorithm or diagnostic heuristic is also
desirable. A need for greater emphasis on transfer of training is noted.

APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS:

In general, although the requirements of the nuclear industry are not
specifically addressed, the conclusions and recommendations contained
in this paper are relevant to the training of nuclear power plant
personnel. In particular, the three abilities identified by Morris and
Rouse could provide a framework for identifying the requirements of
both maintenance and operational personnel.

GENERAL COMMENTS:

This is one of the most recent and comprehensive reviews of the
empirical literature on diagnostic training. It contains many valuable
references, particularly to the early and often less readily accessible
literature on electronic troubleshooting in complex military systems.
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Patrick, J., Haines, B., Munley, G., & Wallace, A. (1989). Transfer of
fault-finding between simulated chemical plants. Human Factors, 31,
503-518.

Research paper

Journal

This study compares the effectiveness of two approaches to training on
the transfer of fault-finding between two simulated chemical processing
plants: (1) using a qualitative model of plant function based on the
causal relationships between system variables and states, and (2) the
application of diagnostic heuristics. Both approaches improved the
accuracy of diagnosing previously encountered faults, although the
qualitative approach was superior in diagnosing novel faults when
tested on the same plant used during training. Neither approach,
however, was effective in improving the accuracy of diagnosis when
tested on a second plant containing a recycle loop.

30 subjects (university students) were assigned to one of three groups:
(1) Subjects in the qualitative model (QM) group were tested and
trained on a simulated plant using a qualitative model of plant
function, and were subsequently tested for transfer to a second plant
whose components were functionally identical but differed in layout.
The model consisted of a set of qualitative if-then causal relationships
between plant variables and components presented in a functional
context. (2) Subjects in the diagnostic heuristics (DH) group were
tested and trained on the first plant using a set of diagnostic heuristics,
and were subsequently tested for transfer to the second plant. (3)
Subjects in the control group were tested on the second plant without
being trained on the first. The QM and DH groups were trained using
the technique of withholding information developed by Marshall,
Duncan, & Baker (1981).
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COMPLETENESS/VALIDITY:

The results of this study would appear to contradict the rest of the
existing literature by suggesting that an educational approach might be
more effective than rules-of-thumb. However, the if-then relationships
provided in the qualitative model are more closely related to rule-
based approaches than the traditional educational approach. The
difficulty associated with feedback loops was anticipated by Shepherd
& Marshall and constituted a specific component of their training
programme.

APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS:

The question of what sort of approach to take in the training of
troubleshooting and how to make best use of an operator's knowledge
of the system is directly relevant to the training of nuclear power plant
operators.
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Rouse, W. B. (Ed.). (1987). Advances in Man-Machine Systems
Research, Vol 3. Greenwich, CT: JAI Press.

Edited Book

This third volume in a series of annual reviews emphasizes training
systems in general, and intelligent computer-based instruction and
simulation in particular.

All of the chapters in this volume deal with the operation and
maintenance of technical systems, and cover a wide range of technical
training domains including electronic troubleshooting, marine power
plants, aircraft operations and maintenance, process control, and
electric utility systems. Of more importance, these chapters present
reviews and summaries of a significant portion of the most outstanding
research and applications in technical training that have been
conducted since the early 1970's. Although particular training
technologies are often described, greater emphasis is usually placed on
educational philosophy, cognitive science, and implementation issues.

ORGANIZATION OF THE DOCUMENT:

List of contributors

Preface (W. B. Rouse)

The generalized maintenance trainer: Evolution and revolution (D. M.
Towne)

Reactive learning environments for teaching electronic troubleshooting
(/. S. Brown &R.R. Burton)

Development and evaluation of simulation-oriented computer-based
instruction for diagnostic training (W. B. Johnson)

Graphic interfaces for simulation (/. D. Hollan, E. L. Hutchins, T. P.
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McCandless, M. Rosenstein, & L. Weitzman)

Knowledge capture for fault-diagnosis training (K D. Duncan & N.
Praetorius)

Application of the optimal control model to assessment of simulator
effectiveness (5. Baron)

Author Index

Subject Index

APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS:

The papers in this book are generally applicable to the nuclear
industry. They discuss issues that are relevant to the design of modern
nuclear facilities. These reviews represent the current state of the art.
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Shepherd, A., Marshall, E. G, Turner, A., & Duncan, K D. (1977).
Diagnosis of plant failures from a control panel: A comparison of three
training methods. Ergonomics, 20, 347-361.

Research paper

Journal

The purpose of this investigation was to determine what sort of
technical introduction would be most effective in allowing operators to
diagnose plant failures from a control panel. It is argued that theory
alone is not adequate, particularly when diagnosing unfamiliar faults.
The authors suggests that trainees should be provided with a set of
diagnostic rules of thumb allowing them to seek out and evaluate
relevant information.

Thirty subjects were trained using an adaptive cumulative part-task
method to recognize eight different plant failures from information
displayed on a simulated control panel. Subjects were randomly
assigned to one of three groups: (1) The "Theory" group received a
conventional description of the plant and its functions. (2) The "Rules"
group were taught in addition a set of rules (four general and two
plant specific) to assist them in diagnosing failures. (3) The control
("No Story") group received no introduction prior to training. Two
operational criteria of diagnostic performance were measured: (1) the
ability of trainees to correctly diagnose faults specified and practised
during training ("familiar" faults); and (2) the ability of trainees to
correctly diagnose faults not specified and practised during training
("unfamiliar" faults). The latter criterion is an important measure of
the versatility of the training approach. Response times and the
number of diagnoses attempted during training were also recorded.
After training, all three groups performed equally well at diagnosing
familiar faults. However, the "Rules" group were consistently better at
diagnosing unfamiliar faults.
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COMPLETENESS/VALIDITY:

This approach emphasizes the importance of diagnostic heuristics or
rules-of-thumb. In general such rules are specific to a particular task
domain, and must be derived from experienced operators. The success
of this approach, therefore, relies on the ability to extract knowledge
from experienced operators. Even if an adequate set of rules is
compiled, there is no guarantee that trainees will actually apply the
rules during subsequent practice. This problem is addressed in the
study by Marshall, Duncan and Baker (1981).

APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS:

This study is directly applicable to the training of troubleshooting to
nuclear power plant operators. The use of rule-based decision-making
in the NPP environment is a proven approach and is taught in present
training programs. This study reinforces the industry's approach to
using theoretical and rule-based training components.

GENERAL COMMENTS:

This paper is a landmark in the literature on training of diagnostic
skills. The University of Hull team (Duncan, Marshall, Shepherd, et
al.) have conducted a number of studies on the training of
troubleshooting skills in the chemical process industry. Their work is
often cited and has clearly influenced the thinking of many others
involved in training. Most of the team is now at the University of
Wales Institute of Science and Technology.



APPENDIX B

Questionnaire
2.0 QUESTIONS

2.1 Training

2.1.1 What are the training systems you use or are developing at present for teaching
troubleshooting skills?

a) What is (are) the name(s) of your training system(s) for troubleshooting and
diagnostic procedures?

A)
B)
C)

E)

b) What other system(s) is each based on?

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

c) Who is responsible for system implementation?

A)
B)
C)

d) What is the main focus of the system:

i) training general diagnostics skills
ii) step by step, point to point troubleshooting
iii) both
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e) What is the target population?

i) operators
ii) maintainers in the field
iii) maintainers in the plant
iv) other personnel

Who?

f) What is (are) the main approach(es) of your system?

i) full simulation
ii) partial simulation
iii) class-room study
iv) on-the-job
v) computer-based-instruction (self-contained)
vi) other - specify:

g) What is the length of time for your program?

i) total course of training

ii) breakdown for training components

A)
B)
Q

)
E)

h) Do you have a full description of the training system or approach?

YES: • NO: •

If the answer is yes, is it possible for us to obtain this description?

YES: a NO: a
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i) What are the main topics or components of your training system?

A)
B)
C)

)
E)

2.1.2 What problems in troubleshooting approaches exist today?

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

2.1.3 What are the proposed solutions for these problems?

A)
B)
C)

E)

2.1.4 What new methods and techniques in Troubleshooting are being developed?

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

2.1.5 In your opinion what are the reasons that required that these new developments
occur?

A)
B) :
C)
D)
E)
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2.1.6 What is the direction of training in troubleshooting todav?

2.1.7 What research supports the new developments in troubleshooting training
techniques?

A)
B)
C)

)
E)

2.1.8 What impact will the new troubleshooting training techniques have on:

A) Plant design?
B) Personnel?
C) Management policies?
D) Organizational issues?
E) Other?

2.1.9 What troubleshooting training issues are the most important in today's maintenance
environment as found in modern process industries?

2.1.10 What types of troubleshooting training work best ?

A) For new hires?
B) For advancing experienced personnel?
C) For Upgrading skills?
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2.1.11 What advances in the training of troubleshooting training are the most important?

A) Computer-Based-Instruction
B) Simulation
C) Outside Specialized Training Programs
D) In-house Specialized Training Programs
E) Other

2.1.12 How easv can these newer training approaches be applied to present svstems?

A)
B)
C)

)
E)

2.1.13 What is the relationship between troubleshooting training and design
constraints as listed below?

A) Automated control systems
B) Expert Systems
C) Limited Built-in-Test capability
D) System complexity
E) Other

ADDITIONAL COMMENT:


